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PRIVILEGED April 30, 1971

GUIDELINES FOR HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS IN THE 70's

INTRODUCTION

As requested, we have prepared and herein present a set of

alternative guidelines for high energy physics, its program and its

support. "High Energy Physics" is defined as the part of experimental
and theoretical elementary particle physics research concerned with

phenomena studied at incident particle energies of 1 GeV or higher.

By design, large accelerator laboratories are National Facilities¥*

used by both university teams of user groups and by resident researchers.

The number of centers at which accelerators are operating at or near

the frontiers of the field is contracting; in contrast the number of

high energy physics "user" research teams at university laboratories not

having a home accelerator has grown. This report encompasses the support

both of the large accelerator laboratories and of the user community.

This report is in four sections... In the first section we develop

a set of criteria for maintaining U.S. "leadership" in this most funda-

mental science, recognizing the economic pressures facing the Nation. The

maintenance of truly innovative research and the creationofthemost
advanced equipment was taken as a necessity to be purchased where necessary

at the price of comprehensiveness of facilities and program. The criteria
herein will cause those in the field to weigh carefully the priorities in
the light of resources available; these guidelines should also induce

caution on the part of those who consider budget reductions without realizing

that the productivity of high energy physics will vary steeply with the
degree of financial support. )

In the second section we consider the base figure for FY'73 from

which our projections emanate. The drop in support from FY'70 to FY'72 in

*See Appendix B.



the face of new facilities becoming available makes the support pro-

vided in the latter year untenable as a base figure. Utilization of

existing facilities in FY'72 will have dropped to only 60% of optimum;

manpower losses have been drastic and would deteriorate further

if FY'72 funding would be used as a reference point. We therefore

have analyzed alternative base points for FY'72 (see Base Point Deter-

mination for FY'73, Section B) and found that total new obligations

below $250 million (1973 dollars) would be so detrimental to the field

that we have not included it among the plans analyzed.

In the third section we project the-distribution of funds in

three alternative funding schemes in the years following FY'73. The

analysis starts from a FY'73 funding level of $250 million; this is

considered to be a minimum requirement to meet our criteria. As charged,

we consider the distribution of funds in the years ahead on the basis of

5% more real buying power available each year, on the basis of constant

support over the years, and on the basis of "real dollar" support declining
at the rate of 5% per year. We are assuming that these growth rates apply

to the annual new obligationsl authorityofthehigh energy physics program.
irrespective of the "color of money," that is, irrespective of whether the

funds involved are operating monies or capital funds, or which agency

supports the work.

In the fourth section we discuss the consequences to high energy

physics which would ensue as constrained by each of the three alternative
funding plans. Common to all of them is the recognition that the total

number of high energy accelerators available to the Nation will have to
be reduced. The main differences among the effects of the three plans is

for how long work may continue during planning and preparation for the
eventual consolidation of facilities and how great an exploitation of

capital investment may yet be realized from existing facilities eventually

to be shut down.

A summary of the past achievements of elementary particle physics, of

its promises and goals in the next decade, of the status of the world's family

of high energy accelerators and of the interaction of high energy physics with

other sciences and endeavors through its technical and social aspects is

appended to this report.



In preparing these long-range guidelines for high energy
physics we have recognized that the 1965 Presidential Guidelines

for Policy* have been overtaken by actual events. The fact that

the actual budget figures deviated so much from the ones in the

1965 Guidelines has caused a bad disequilibrium in the high energy

physics program. Past experience has shown that inefficiency will
result if there is no systematic planning of the funding with some

degree of commitment to the established planning budget over at
least a period of five years.** We note that the lead time between

inception of even a simple experiment in high energy physics and

its final publication is usually in excess of three years. Each

laboratory finds it difficult to allocate funds for innovation in

the absence of reliable funding projections. The guidelines which

we propose here are made in the expectation that they can and will

be implemented.

It has not been easy to design a viable program for the future

health of this vital field of science in the face of the recent decline

*Congress: Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, High Energy Physics Program:
Report on National Policy and Background Information, February, 1965,
89th Congress, lst Session, Committee Print.

**There are many examples which illustrate the problems generatediflong-
range planning commitment is lacking. For instance, the construction and
development of the ZGS accelerator at Argonne National Laboratory followed
the framework of the Presidential Guidelines of 1965. Today it is an
investment whose exploitation contributes to the overload on our present
budget. The construction of the ancillary 12-ft. bubble chamber at the Argonne
Laboratory made sense only if a similar, or bigger chamber would have been
built at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, as was anticipated in the 1965
Guidelines. Since actual funding prevented this second chamber from being
realized, we are today caught with only one big bubble chamber located at
the wrong laboratory. As another example, the "conversion program’ at the
Brookhaven National Laboratory increased the intensity of its large accelera-
tor, the AGS, and was intended to permit exploitation of that accelerator
by a wider community; it is just such fuller exploitation which is not possible
with current funds.
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in support, which will result in a loss of about 107 of its man-

power during the next fiscal year alone. The guidelines proposed

herein do not represent a program for high energy physics which

lives up to the foreseeable opportunities; rather they constitute
what we consider to be the best use of funds available within the

constraints presented.

A. CONDITIONS FOR A COMPETITIVE PROGRAM OF HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS FOR THE 70's

In this section we establish policy criteria essential for

the future health of high energy physics in the United States. Then

we describe basic implementing assumptions for meeting these policy

criteria on a minimal basis. Finally, we discuss funding implica-

tions of these assumptions.

1. Policy Criteria

We are proceeding from the assumption that high energy physics

together with modern astronomy (these being justly viewed as the

most fundamental areas in the physical sciences) will remain activities

in which the United States will wish to maintain leadership. ''Leader-

ship" does not mean preeminence in all conceivable sub-fields of the

science, but it does mean that the new, highly important results in the

field should continue to originate predominantly in the United States.

High energy physics will remain an expensive undertaking whether
it is practiced from a position of world leadership or not, and its

financial support will continue to be the responsibility of the U.S.

Government. However, the contribution of high energy physics to the

vitality of all of American science will be enormously greater if

leadership is maintained so that most of the exciting results originate

at home. In contrast, Soviet Union high energy physics research has

produced very few new and exciting results; still it has been bought

at hich cost.

The following, then, are general criteria which flow from this

basic policy:



(a) Productivity. The over-all long-term funding level
should be such that the rate of important discoveries will not

substantially decrease. We note that, in the past, high energy

physics has yielded results which have profoundly affected man's
thinking about the basic nature of the physical world once every

3 to 5 years. (See Appendix A)

(b) Need for Innovation. The scientific facilities at high
energy laboratories must be kept modern and at a high technical

level and must continually strive for advances in technology. Once

new improvements are implemented, they should be adequately exploited.

Performance should be upgraded and ancillary installations incorpora-
ted whenever it can be scientifically and technically justified.

(The preceding remarks apply to all laboratories until a decision for

phasing down a particular laboratory has been reached.) For this

reason we assume that U.S. technology aimed at new types of particle

detection, at new methods of beam handling, and at various new

approaches to particle acceleration must remain in a healthy state.

We have assumed that the National Accelerator Laboratory (NAL)
now under construction is likely to be the last large national high

energy physics installation supported exclusively by the United States.
We anticipate, however, that a further very large step in primary
accelerator energy will eventually be taken; it probably will be done

on an international scale* with the U.S. as a major participant; this
is a further reason for anintatuing excellence in accelerator technology.

(c) Breadth of Activity. Nationwide university participation
in high energy physics research should continue to involve approxi-
mately as many "using" universities as at present, even if the number

*The Brookhaven National Laboratory is a highly qualified contender for the
location of such an international machine



of high energy accelerator centers available to them will contract.
Creative contributions to the field have in the past originated in

"user" universities as well as at the National Laboratories and are

expected to continue to do so; it is essential to maintain this diversity

of original thought. Moreover, since high energy physics is the

critical frontier area of physics and since knowledge in the field

undergoes a complete revolution every 5 to 10 years, we consider it

essential to creative teaching that members of the physics faculties

of the major universities maintain an active involvement in the field.

The technical nature of university participation in work at the

national centers is becoming more difficult and the incentive to edu-

cate large numbers of graduate students in high energy physics, for

the time being, is decreasing. These two negative factors tend to

shrink the university community of high energy physicists in the

coming years. We must counteract this trend by funding adequate to

maintain a sufficient and healthy influx of new, young talent.

(d) Centralization of Research. It is inevitable under the

imposed budget constraints that eventually the number of large accelera-
tor centers will contract. The decision to close down any accelerator

should be made on the basis of decreasing scientific interest relative

to higher priority programs and on the basis of a lack of uniqueness

of the facility.

The term "uniqueness" should be interpreted with care. Although

technically there could be an overlap in opportunities between higher

and lower energy proton accelerators, in practice higher energy accelera-

tors do not generally provide ancillary facilities for lower energy

experiments. At these lower energies, systematic and precise exploita-
tion of processes in strong and weak interactions is best done by runs

of high statistical accuracy requiring large amounts of running time.
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If a shutdown decision is made, the following conditions
must be met:

(1) Shutdown decisions should be made with adequate

lead time and with planning to minimize adverse

impact.

(ii)

(iii)

Extra capital funds should be provided so that, where

possible, important experiments can be accommodated
at remaining accelerators (but for which space or

specialized facilities such as lower energy beams,

spectrometers, etc. may not exist there).

If a decision is made to close an accelerator, then

3 to 4 years of subsequent operation of that accelera-

tor should be supported at reduced funding. During

this time long runs requiring a minimum of beam changes

can be contemplated to obtain data with high statistical

significance; operation can be continued very effectively

without significant capital improvements, making use of
the investments of the past.*

(iv) Shutdown of an accelerator does not necessarily imply

closing of the laboratory in question.

(e) Distribution of Facilities. Some reasonable regional balance
of facilities should be maintained. Although in an enterprise as

expensiveashighenergy physics one would like to think of each major

accelerator as being a truly national facility, as a practical matter,

concentration of users from the universities tends to have a regional bias.

*We note that had the Princeton-Pennsylvania Accelerator, now slated for
closing, been permitted to continue operating for two more years or so,
the Country's return in terms of research results from its approximately
$50 million capital investment in that facility would have been greatly
increased.



_ (f) Manpower. The total manpower in high energy physics
has been decreasing drastically during the past three years as a

result of budget reductions. Since 1969, the number of people
working in high energy physics has dropped more than 20%, even with

the new establishment and development of NAL. In FY'72 alone the

total headcount of people working in high energy physics in the
AEC's laboratories and in the university user groups will decrease

by about 730 people, which is 10% of the present total. This type

of decrease can not continue without irreparable damage to the science.

Opportunities for young people to enter the field must be maintained.

2. Implementing Assumptions.

In consonance with the general policy criteria enumerated above,

we list several specific assumptions basic to all the alternative funding

schemes described in the next section.

(a) Utilizing Existing Facilities. The Country's investment
in its accelerator facilities must be well exploited. Therefore:

(i) Operating accelerators should be supported at a level
to permit exploitation at a rate of at least 75% of

that optimally possible. We note that all accelerator

laboratories have large "hard core" costs so that the
scientific output increases at a much greater rate

than the corresponding increase in support.

(ii)

(iii)

The facilities should continue to be modernized and

ancillary facilities kept on the highest technical

level until a decision for phasing down has been
regchal. °

NAL should carry out a productive research program up

to the very highest energies technically feasible.

~



(b) Upgrading of Existing Facilities.

(i) Funding should be provided to upgrade the Brookhaven

National Laboratory into a superconducting Alternating

Gradient Synchrotron yielding a beam energy approaching

100 GeV, or, alternately, for a proton storage ring

facility.
Funding should be provided to permit SLAC to be upgraded

in energy and duty cycle via a combined program of increased

klystron power and beam recirculation. Expansion of the

electron storage ring program should be encouraged if, in

time, results so warrant.

Funding should be provided for NAL (1) to amplify its ancillary
facilities, beams and large detecting systems such as bubble

chambers, and (2) either to add an intersecting storage ring

or to exploit possibilities for upgrading the energy of the

accelerator itself.

(ii)

(iii)

Funding should be provided to expand the target areas of

the Cornell electron accelerator and upgrade its energy.

(v) At this time we see no compelling reason to include funds

for construction of a complete superconducting conversion

for SLAC nor for construction of an accelerator based on

the "electron ring accelerator" (ERA) principle being
explored by LRL. Feasibility of neither technique applied
to an accelerator in the 100 GeV region is clear to date;

if the promise increases, the program might be modified.

(c) Closing of Existing Facilities. Under the imposed budgetary
restraints, some smaller accelerators will have to be shut down.

(i) CEA. It is assumed that the Cambridge Electron Accelera-
tor will continue as a colliding bean facilities only

and will not resume a general electron-photon physics



(ii)

(iii)

program, It will continue operation until other

electron-positron colliding beam facilities have
become available, which, by virtue of superior
intensity and energy, would make the CEA program

obsolete.

ZGS and the Bevatron. Candidates for shutdown

during this decade are the Bevatron accelerator

at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and the ZGS

accelerator at Argonne National Laboratory. Both

of these machines operate in a range of proton

energy below that of the AGS at Brookhaven, and,

of course, NAL. However, both LRL and ANL are

engaged in well established, scientifically produc-
tive, long-range programs supporting a substantial

part of the user community; cutting them off on a

short-term basis without advance planning would be

enormously damaging and wasteful.

The LRL Bevatron. The Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
has maintained a tradition of leadership in high

energy physics since pre-war times; it is part of the

educational and academic activities of the Univer-
sity of California in addition to supporting large

user programs. Even if the Bevatron were to cease

operations, the high energy physics research program
at LRL should continue to maintain its educational

involvement in a user program at NAL, SLAC, and BNL

and as a source of advanced accelerator and particle
detector technology. Should it be decided to terminate

its operation, the Bevatron should be run at reduced

cost for several years, supporting a smaller number of

experiments each of which requires very large amounts
of high intensity running time.
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Should the current. ERA technology prove promising in
the future a new evaluation, in viewof‘thisdevelop-
ment, should be made.

(iv) The ZGS. The ZGS accelerator at Argonne National Labora-

tory presents a picture of much recent investment:
Several improvement programs with the ZGS have been ini-

tiated but have not as yet been used for high energy physics.

For instance, the largest operating bubble chamber in the
world is at ANL but has yet to enter into regular use for

physics. A new vacuum chamber for the ZGS, made of titanium,

has been procured but has not yet been installed. The 2 GeV

Cornell Synchrotron has been transferred to the ZGS to operate

as a booster ring to increase the intensity of the machine

but has not yet been put into operation. The ZGS has an

extensive complex of secondary beams to support a multitude
of users.

The ZGS accelerator itself has had a troublesome history.

Its design energy of 12 GeV was set to "beat" the Russians’

10 GeV accelerator at Dubna; yet the Brookhaven AGS reached
30 GeV before the Argonne ZGS came into operation. The ZGS

reached its design intensity only after protracted delays.
Currently the main coil of the accelerator has failed and is
under repair. However, with this latter exception the recent
operating history and productivity have been excellent.

Once a decision has been made to terminate operation of the
ZGS the same argument given in relation to the Bevatron

applies here also, i.e. operation at reduced cost for pro-

tracted high intensity running will be useful. However,
unlike LRL, we are not proposing that a high energy program

be maintained at ANL after the ZGS has ceased operations.
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Needless to say, these detailed assumptions may have to be
modified in the light of changing scientific developments. For
instance, the decisions on proton storage rings at NAL or BNL (see 2b

(1) and (iii)) should depend on the success of the ISR at CERN as well

as the over-all programs of these laboratories. Moreover, decisions

concerning the lower energy proton accelerators can clearly not be made

until NAL operation is firmly established.

3. Funding Implications of the Planning Assumptions

(a) The general operating level of the operating accelerators

must be increased to permit more adequate exploitation. Specifically,

Brookhaven's operating funds must be increased substantially to permit

utilization of the AGS conversion program now being completed. Operating

funds for SLAC's storage rings are to be provided. NAL operating funds

must expand rapidly during the next three years.

(b) Equipment obligations for the operating laboratories should

be increased considerably. Substantial add-on funds will be required to

permit adequate exploitation of NAL; funds for NAL equipment have been

low relative to those at other accelerators in the early stages of

development.

We note that major laboratories require about $1 million per year

of equipment funding as part of the ongoing experimental program with-
out constructing any new facilities; this circumstance is a consequence

of the fiscal rules of the agencies. Equipment funding, therefore, has
a "hard core" not related to an increase in experimental opportunities.

(c) LRL's Bevatrom and Argonne's ZGS will be curtailed in opera-

tion at a time controlled by the specified budget level and will continue
to operate in such a mode for about 3 years thereafter. LRL will continue

in the foreseeable future as a strong center of educationally related

high energy physics user research and of accelerator technology. Funding

provided for that purpose corresponds to a moderate increase over the present
"high energy Yeseavd” costs of LRL (as distinct from the present cost

of accelerator and facilities operations).
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(d) Direct support of accelerator "users" at the universities

should scale with the support of the laboratories. Support of the
programs of "user" groups involves both the direct funding at the

universities as well as technical support through the National Facilities;

the latter is considerably larger than the former in terms of actual cost.

(e) Accelerator improvement funds should be more than doubled*

relative to the current level since those funds support activities which

by their nature are classified as "construction" which are essential to

modernize the facilities.

(f) The emphasis on innovation in the policy criteria implies that

a substantial fraction (near 207) of the total high energy physics budget
should be in the form of new construction obligations. We note that from

FY'60 through FY'70 25.8% of the entire high energy physics budget was

dedicated to construction.

B. BASE POINT DETERMINATION FOR FY'73

In drawing up projections in accordance with the above principles,

we discovered soon the impossibility of doing so consistently with our

assumptions if we were to start in FY'73 with the amount allocated to

high energy physics in FY'72, escalated by 67 (which we assumed to be
the inflationary increase between the two fiscal years). Figure 1 shows

the transition in various sub-categories from the escalated FY'72 level

to FY'73 levels of constant funding, $250 million and $280 million,
respectively. |

1.” Utilization

The degree of "utilization" or "exploitation" of high energy physics

installations has recently been extensively reviewed. These are difficult
terms to define with precision in a field of endeavor whose output - basic

research - is impossible to measure quantitatively. What Zs easy to measure

igs the fraction of the available time over which budgetary restraints permit

Accelerator Improvement Funds were cut nearly in half in FY'72.
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the accelerator to be used for research, and how costs would vary with

different degrees of machine "on-time". Each laboratory attempts to

maximize research output by dividing its available operating funds
among (1) accelerator operation and maintenance, (2) the "care and

feeding" of ancillary facilities, (3) the direct support of the research

itself and, finally, (4) development of new accelerators and new
particle detection technology. How to make this division in an optimal

way takes a great deal of judgment, but if we assume that laboratory

management does a good job, then research output and accelerator opera-

tion time will generally be proportional to one another. In this report

we therefore identify the "percent utilization" of the Nation's high

energy laboratories with the percent of the total time the accelerators

are scheduled to be "on the air" relative to the maximum operating time

possible in the face of necessary maintenance shut-down. Identifying

"utilization" with accelerator use also implies that the government

agencies are matching their direct support between University "users"

and the laboratories in an optimal way. The following general facts

emerge from the "utilization" studies:

(a) If the FY'73 budget corresponds to the President's Budget
for FY'72 except for the price-escalation adjustment, the average

utilization of the Nation's remaining high energy physics facilities
even after the PPA shutdown is less than 607%.

(b) The degree of exploitation of the facilities varies roughly

twice as fast as that of the funding supporting them.

2. Manpower in High Energy Physics

Figure 2 shows the decline of total manpower in the Nation's

high energy physics program from FY'67 through FY'72; total personnel

loss will have been 207% in the last three of these years. The total number
of Ph.D's employed in the field has dropped by 80 during the last two

years despite substantial production of new Ph.D's.
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If funding in FY'73 were held to (escalated) FY'72 levels,
this drastic decline would not be halted, let alone reversed. The

reason is that all operating laboratories have attempted, during

the last years of declining real budgets, to protect their personnel

as much as possible by cutting procurements of materials and outside

services disproportionately; also special plans involving shortened
work weeks, deferred salary adjustments, enforced vacations, etc.
have been institutedasstop—-gaps. Hiring of new, young talent into

continuing positions has all but stopped. All such measures decrease

efficiency and cannot be sustained as regular operating procedures.

In Figure 2 we are making predictions for high energy physics

manpower under two alternative funding assumptions for FY'73; a level

continuing the FY'72 level (escalated by 6% to $221 million), line A
in Figure 2, and a total level of $250 million in all budget categories.

line B in Figure 2. The corresponding manpower levels were arrived at

by surveying the manpower estimates for FY'73 of three major labora-

tories (SLAC, LRL and BNL) corresponding to their budget requests for

that year. The manpower extensions beyond FY'73, (lines 1, 2 and 3)
were based on evaluations of earlier manpower changes with support,

assuming that the variation of manpower with budget level would scale
the same way for the balance of the period under study. We conclude

that a total level of $250 million will barely reverse the decreasing

manpower trend.
3. National Accelerator Laboratory

In addition to the utilization and manpower situations we have to

face the costs associated with the National Accelerator Laboratory which

is expected to generate its first beam this year. Operating costs at NAT

will have to increase and at the same time efficient utilization of NAL

is impossible unless a substantial increase in equipment funding (an

estimated increase of $12 million) is made available to NAL for FY'73.

AL
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At this time we assume that the new obligational authority for

FY'73 for NAL construction will be held to $42.0 million (which is

the expected cost during that year) rather than the $51 million
which is the balance of the not-yet-obligated amount for the total

project.

4. Discussion

In view of all these circumstances, an increase of well over

$30 million above the value corresponding to the escalated FY'72

funding level for high energy physics would be required for FY'73 to
approach the 757 utilization guideline. Because of the steepness

of the utilization vs. funding curves, lower utilization would be

a very poor use of the country's resources. If, therefore, a FY'73

starting point roughly corresponding to FY'72 funding were adopted,
the decline of manpower would continue and the difficult choice would

have to be made either to use the existing and the new facilities very
inefficiently or to decide on an immediate shutdown of one or two

additional accelerators. Such precipitous actions seem exceedingly

unwise. Both the Bevatron and the ZGS accelerators currently support
productive and important experiments: Many improvements and innova-
tions were introduced lately. An immediate cutback in the operations

of either of these accelerators would waste large investments and would
be a severe blow to the health of the entire field. We do not consider

such an action as a responsible choice.

We therefore have based our three projections on new obligations

of $250 million for FY'73 covering all budget categories for the entire

high energy physics program, and it is these curves which we are including

with this report. This $250 million figure is still below the computed

figure corresponding to 75% utilization. (Analysis gives 70%.)

We have also analyzed the situation starting with a base of

$280 million (see Figure 1). Using the same kind of analysis we find
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APPENDIXA
PAST ACHIEVEMENTS OF HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS RESEARCH

AND GOALS FOR THE NEXT DECADE

HIGHLIGHTS OF HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS RESEARCH

High energy physics aims to explore the nature of the physical universe
to the smallest possible dimensions. Man's knowledge about our world is

bounded on both the infinitesimal and the cosmic ends of the scale. Research

in both areas continues to provide new insights and understanding of man's

physical environment. Regularly, as both knowledge and techniques advance,

discoveries greatly change man's view of his world.

The following table lists the most startling and profound observations

end discoveries of high energy physicists over the past 25 years.

DATE

1947

1947
1952

1954

1955
1956
1961

1962
1964
1968

DISCOVERY

Iamb shift: "g-2" of the electron

Properties of the Pion¥

Bubble Chamber* for investigation
of strange particles*
Composite nature of the nucleon¥*

Anti-proton¥
Violation of parity conservation*

Hadron symetries (sud )* and
discovery of omega-minus (1964)
A second neutrino

Violation of CP conservation

Point stratus within hadrons

EXPLORATION

Limits of quantum
electro-dynamics¥
Pion-nucleon interactions

Interactions of strange
particles
Electron scattering and
nucleon spectroscopy

Matter/Anti-matter symmetry
Weak interactions

Whole hadron spectroscopy

Search for new leptons

Search for T violation

Deep inelastic scattering
and e~et storage rings

Work leading to Nobel Prizes.
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A brief outline of the significance of each of these discoveries

follows:

The development of the theory of quantum electrodynamics in 1946 opened

a whole new all-inclusive way of understanding electromagnetic interactions.

Tt predicted with uncanny accuracy the "Iamb shift" in atomic structure and

provided an extremely precise quantification of the magnetic moment ("g-2")

of the electron.

The pion (pi-meson) had been predicted in the late 1930's to be the

"glue" holding the neutrons and protons together in the atomic nucleus.
The discovery of the pion in 1947 led to hopes that the new and strange

"strong force" (or "nuclear force") would soon be understood; the properties
of the new particles were rapidly explored.

Strange particles had indeed been observed in nature but just in the

form of unaccounted-for particles discovered in cosmic rays.

In the constant shower of cosmic rays, physicists had earlier discovered

the existence of unknown and bewildering "strange" elementary particles.

It was not until 1953 and the advent of the new generation of accelerators,

with energies high enough to produce the new particles under controlled
laboratory conditions, that the full extent of the "strangeness" of these

particles was realized. The strange particles were found to be produced

copiously using high energy beams of the new accelerators, yet their decays

were of a weak nature. Since both production and decay seemed to involve
similar particles,itwaspuzzling why they took place with such drastically
different strengths. What was eventually discovered was the existence of a

new conserved quantity in nature. This new quantum number, "strangeness",
went far to explain the peculiar interactions of the strange particles in
the 1950's. However, the full and rather deep implications of the strange-
ness quantum number were yet to come 10 years later with the discovery of

SU(3) symmetry.

The new accelerators also probed smaller distances than had been explored
before. In probing the proton by various scattering experiments, physicists
found that the suspected point-like nature of the proton was not there;
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instead, the proton was an extended structure with a definite size. This

result was first obtained by electron scattering experiments. In addition

excited levels of the proton, or proton resonances, were found, further

implying a compound structure.

When the Bevatron at the University of Californias became operational
in 1954, an opportunity to test the concept of anti-matter symmetry was
presented. The positron (anti-electron) had been discovered in cosmic rays

in the late 1930's, opening the possibility of the existence of a complete

anti-matter world, symmetric to the known particle spectrum. With the
higher energy available at the Bevatron, one could hope to produce the

first strongly interacting Fermian anti-particles seen in nature, anti-

protons. Indeed, anti-protons were so produced, and as time has progressed

most other elementary anti-particles have been found.

In 1964 at the AGS, the anti-deuteron was produced, strongly indicating
the possibility of complete anti-particle symmetry through the elements.

In the mid-1950's the bubble chamber was invented, a device which proved

to be invaluable in examining in detail the production and decays of what
then amounted to 30 elementary particles. One such bubble chamber built in

1956 is still operating in the SIAC beam today. The bubble chamber was

instrumental in precipitating, through measurements of unprecedented
precision, perhaps the most profound discovery of the decade of the 50's,

parity violation.
In 1956 it was shown that parity, i.e., right-left symmetry, was

violated in the weak interactions. This discovery was truly momentous

since physics from its inception had always assumed that nature could not

distinguish right-handed and left-handed systems. The incorporation of
this astounding fact into the framework of the weak interactions led to

the inclusion of the neutrino and muon in the fundamental equations of

particle physics in a beautifully symmetric fashion. These equations were

then suggestive of more general forms ultimately leading to the inclusion
of the weak interactions as essential reflections of the basic structure

of matter in symmetry schemes of recent times.
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In 1962 an elaborate experiment proved that contrary to the previous
picture there was not just one neutrino in the world but indeed there were

two - adding to the list of leptons (electrons, muons, etc.) in the list

of elementary particles. This has led to extensive experimental searching
for yet further leptons -~ the question of the role of a multiplicity of

leptons in nature remains one of the great open problems in physics.

In 1964, approximately eight years after the discovery of parity

violation, another fundamental symmetry principle was found to be violated:

Time reversal invariance (or "CP conservation"). The forces driving processes
in the forward and backward direction in time were determined not to be neces-

sarily equal: An extremely weak violation was found, the full implication of
which has yet to be resolved. Physicists have gained a great deal of insight

through the investigation of such basic symmetry principles, and will continue

to test established laws to the limits of obtainable precision.

As high energy physics entered the 1960's, the particle explosion really

began. New bubble chamber and counter techniques, and the invention of

spark chambers, permitted much more extensive and precise experiments to be
performed. It seemed that each new experiment discovered at least one new

"particle".

By 1965 over a hundred such entities were claimed to exist; a new nuclear

physics had evolved. After considerable theoretical effort in the late 1950's
and early 19601s, it was found in 1961 that a strong pattern was evident in

the mass spectrum of these "particles". This pattern took mathematical

expression through group theoretical approaches. In particular, the group
(or symmetry) SU(3) had profound predictive power in describing not only the
particle spectrum, but particle interactions as well. One great success of
SU(3) was the prediction of one "omega-minus" meson, the first strangeness-3

object. This prediction was spectacularly verified in 1964. One of the

important insights gained in the last decade was the recognition that those
hundreds of "particles" are, in fact, short-lived excited states or resonances

of the proton or of the meson. The great variety of particles was recognized

as being a series of different manifestations of only two entities which must

be endowed with some kind of internal structure so as to be able to appear in

different excited states.
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Another dramatic implication of SU(3) was the idea of "quarks" - new

ultra-basic elementary particles. The idea was that all known particles

with strong interaction are composite objects, the constituents being
guarks. It represents a primitive example of an internal structure in

nucleons or mesons. With the quark concept, many particle properties

were explained in a surprisingly simple way. However "quarks" have thus

far eluded all efforts to determine whether they exist as independent

entities.

New experiments at SLAC involving the scattering of electrons from

protons at energies higher than ever before appear to have uncovered another

inner layer of matter. The additional available energy (and intensity) have
yielded new results implying the existence of elementary point-like constit-

uents in the proton; these may or may not be the quarks predicted from the

su(3) particle spectra. Experiments done with storage ring facilities in

Europe have obtained similar results.

This brief historical outline amply documents that the rate of truly
profound discoveries in elementary particle physics has by no means decreased =-

the field is still wide open. However, the total impact of these fundamental

revelations on our thinking and understanding of the natural world cannot

be evaluated until a more comprehensive synthesis of theoretical ideas emerges.

GOAIS OF HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS RESEARCH FOR THE NEXT DECADE

If high energy physics is pursued as projected in this report, one may

reasonably expect that new discoveries will continue at &amp; rate comparable
to the past. The NAL facility and the CERN intersecting storage rings will

provide opportunities to study phenomena. in the energy range of several
hundred to a thousand GeV. Increased electron energies and in particular

the availability of powerful electron-positron storage rings will open up
new insights into the subnuclear phenomena from an entirely different aspect
The improved facilities and detection devices at lower energies will allow

much more penetrating studies than before in the energy range from a few

to 30 GeV.
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Obviously, it is impossibletopredictwhat these discoveries will be,
but one may try to define the general direction of further progress in high

energy research as it appears to develop today. It should be noted, however,

that predictions made in the past of goals and results in high energy physics

always have turned out to be much too conservative when the energy range

was extended by a factor of ten. Each time, Nature turned out to be by far

richer than anticipated.

A goal which might be reached in the next decade would be to obtain

full or partial answers to the following questions:

(a) At even higher excited states of hadrons (protons and mesons)

will the regularities observed at present energies continue?

(b) Will the character of the reactions between colliding hadrons at

higher energies remain similar to the one observed so far, or

will it show some unexpected new features?

(c) Will there be any new evidence elucidating the internal structure

of hadrons?

(a) Is there a "field" which carries weak interactions, analogous

to the electromagnetic field carrying electric interactions?

(e) How are the sources of weak interactions distributed within a

hadron?

(5) What is the behavior of weak interactions at higher energies?

(8) Is there any deeper reason for the recently discovered CP-violation

in weak interactions?

(b) Will the electron exhibit effects coming from its finite size or
its internal structure?

Is there a way to understand the reason for the existence of the

heavy electron (i.e. the muon), and is there more than one type of

heavy electron?

(1)

(3) Why do charged particles, hadrons or electrons, always have charges
which are integer multiples of the electronic charge?
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(i) Can we understand the forces which bind the neutrons and protons
in the nucleus in terms of the particles and interactions of

high energy physics?

(1) Is there any deeper connection between, or a common origin of,

the four fundamental interactions -- strong, electromagnetic,

weak and gravitational?

The first question (a) refers to some puzzling regularities found in

the properties of excited states, the most important being an approximate

proportionality between the angular momentum and the square of their mass

(the so-called Regge -behavior ). So far, no generally accepted explanation is
known. A better knowledge of the high-energy resonances certainly would

help to get more insight into the internal structure of the fundamental
constituents of matter. Such knowledge would also be most relevent to the

study of the early history of the Universe, when matter was under conditions

in which these excited states must have played an essential role.

The second question (b) refers to the effects of collisions between

particles at high energies. Some, but not all, of these reactions seem to

reach "asymptotic" character at presently available energies; that is, they
do not seem to change much when the energy of collision surpasses a certain

critical value. Is this asymptotic character true or only apparent at lower

energies? Are we allowed to extrapolate from our present knowledge to

higher energies or will we observe some vary different effects? It may

be that the inner layer of matter indicated by the SIAC experiments will

manifest itself by some new phenomena appearing at higher energies.

This leads us to question (c) which concerns one of the central goals

of this field, namely, to get some evidence on the substructure of the

proton or the meson. Further high energy studies with the new accelerators

will, no doubt, shed new light upon the nature of the mysterious quarks as

subunits of hadrons. Are they real particles? Can they be separated from
hadrons? Do they really carry those fractional charges which present

evidence ascribes to them, namely, 2/3 or 1/3 of an electronic charge?

The questions (4) through (g) refer to the nature of the weak interaction.

This interaction is responsible for certain types of radioactivity, namely,
the emission of electrons and neutrinos by nuclear particles. The weak



interactions are still a great puzzle. The laws governing their behavior

at presently available energies are well-known and seemingly simple, but

they exhibit a number of very strange properties and phenomena. One is

the, existence of the neutrino, the mysterious, massless and chargeless
particle which interacts with matter only by weak interactions. Another

is the violation of symmetry between right and left, and a recently discovered

tiny violation of symmetry between particle and antiparticle (CP-violation).
Neutrinos are among the decay products of mesons, and this fact has been

used to produce pure high-energy neutrino beams at proton accelerators,

producing meson beams which subsequently decay into neutrinos. Such neutrino

beams are research tools of unique value for the study of weak interactions.

The projected neutrino beam at NAL will be used to investigate the behavior

of weak interactions at very high energies. Question (4) refers to a

possible detection of a weak interaction field by finding the quantum of

this field (in analogy to the light quantum in electromagnetic interactions).
This quantum is usually referred to as the hypothetical "intermediate boson".

Many reasons point to the expectation that, if it exists, this quantum

would be produced by the newly-available energies.

Question (e) points to another problem which may be solved soon: It
is the question of the distribution of weak interaction sources within the

hadrons, and it will be answered by experiments with high energy neutrino
beams planned at NAL. It will be interesting to see whether these sources

ere also seemingly pointlike and identifiable with the apparent quarks
observed in other experiments. The Question (fr) refers to the behavior of
weak interactions at very high energies. Will they stay weak? Will they

become stronger and more similar to other interactions? Will we find any

clue as to the deeper reamon for the violation of the CP-symmetry? Will
this violation be enhanced at higher energies, will it appear in different

phenomena?

Questions (kh), (i) and (Jj) deal with the nature of electricity. The
laws governing the interaction of electrons with the electromagnetic field

are very well-known and their theory seems to be in good shape. This theory

is based upon the assumption of a point-like electron without any spatial
extension. Ge far, no limit to the validity of this theory has been found.
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Will experiments with higher energy find some deviations? Will these

deviations point to some finite dimensions or to some internal structure

of the electron? Today, the only evidence for something peculiar with
the electron structure is the existence of the heavy electron (muon, mis-

named mu-meson).So far, no difference with the ordinary electron except
the mass has been found. The higher energy beams may discover finer

features in which it differs from the ordinary electron, and which may

give us a clue to the reason of its existence. Another question poses

itself here: Are there still heavier varieties of the electron? Present

experience cannot exclude them; the improved beams and detection devices

may find these still heavier electrons or prove their absence. There may

be an unending series of electrons of different masses as there are hadrons;

this possibility has not yet been confirmed nor excluded. Is there a

different neutrino connected with each variety of electrons as there is

with the presently known varieties? It is possible that a new world of

phenomena may appear "within" the electron, parallel to what we have found

within the proton.

Question (i) refers to the puzzling fact that all particles so far
known and directly observed carry electric charges which are exact integer
multiples of a very definite charge, the electronic charge unit, even if

they are so fundamentally different as the electron and the proton. (The

hypothetical quarks with possibly fractional charges have not been directly
observed.) We have no idea why this is so, and why the electron-charge is

as big as it is. The famous numerical relation ef [fe = 1/137 (A = Plancks

constant, c= light velocity) has not yet been explained, neither the
numerical value of the ratio of the proton mass M to the electron mass m:

M/m = 1830. Certainly the large mass of the proton is connected with the
fact that the proton is a source of strong interaction, the electron is not.

The explanation of this mass ratio is one of the major aims of particle

physics. Tt should be pointed out that the large value of this ratio is
a basic condition for the existence of a well-defined chemical structure

in molecules. If atomic nuclei would not be more than a thousand times

heavier than electrons, their position within the molecule would not be

well localized. Iet it be remembered that the existence of life is pred-

icated upon the structural properties of macromolecules.



In nuclear physics we have learned to use the force which holds the

protons and neutrons together in the nucleus - yet we know only little

about the nature of this force. Question (k) asks for a better explora-

tion: A theory of nuclear forces based on the pion only as "carrier" of

this force has not been too satisfactory; will the other particles of

high energy physics and their behavior aid our understanding?

Finally, we face question (1) concerning the relations between the

four types of interaction. The existence, side-by-side, of the weak,

electromagnetic and strong interactions, along with gravity, must be
regarded as a preliminary view of nature. Some connections, in particular

between weak and electromagnetic interactions, are expected to show up

when we penetrate deeper into the structure of the particles by subjecting

them to hitherto unattained energies.

The above list of goals in high energy research is certainly incomplete

and by necessity inaccurate. It is a conservative extrapolation from

today's knowledge. From past experience we have good reasons to expect

that any conservative prediction and extrapolation of research results in

high energy physics will be wrong when the energy range is extended by a

large amount. Human imagination always lags far behind reality. We
therefore should anticipate that completely new and unexpected natural

phenomena will be discovered during the coming decade, in view of which

the perspectives presented here will look naive and unimaginative. High

energy physics is an experimental science. The behavior of matter is

explored under completely novel conditions. The field has all the excite-

ments of new discoveries in a virgin land. It will take much time and effort

before we can produce a rational map of this new land; it will be the hoped-

for fundamental insights into the basic structure of matter.
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APPENDIX B

THE STATUS OF HICH-ENERGY ACCELERATORS

l. U. S. FACILITIES

The National facilities in the United States at which large accelerators

are operating at or near the frontiers of the field are:

- NAL: The National Accelerator Iaboratory under construction at

Batavia, Illinois, with its 200-GeV proton accelerator.

Brookhaven National Iaboratory at Iong Island, New York,

with its 33-GeV proton accelerator, the AGS.

The Stanford Linear Accelerator Center at Stanford University,

California, with its 22~CeV electron accelerator.

Argonne National Iaboratory outside Chicago, Illinois, with

its 13-GeV proton accelerator, the ZGS.

The Iawrence Radiation Iaboratory at the University of

California, Berkeley, California, with its 6-GeV proton
accelerator, the BEVATRON.

The Princeton-Pennsylvania Accelerator, PPA, at Princeton University is
being shut down. The Cambridge Electron Accelerator, CEA, in Massachusetts

is being converted to an innovative storage ring facility. The 10-GeV

electron accelerator at Cornell is operated as a University accelerator

with limited outside use. The High Energy Physics laboratory (HEPL) at

Stanford is discontinuing use of its linear electron accelerator for

physics research and is initiating construction of a machine using super-

conducting microwave technology.

—
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2. THE ACCEIERATORS OF THE WORID

The attached chart lists the large accelerators and storage rings
throughout the world that are now operating, are being constructed, or

aré authorized for construction. For the sake of comparison, these high-

energy physics facilities are grouped into the three geographical regions

shown, and are also grouped by types of machine. The chart lists only
those accelerators having a primary beam energy greater than 3 GeV.

Although this energy cut-off point is arbitrary, the omission of the

smaller accelerators does not significantly alter the generally balanced

distribution of accelerators that is shown among the U.S., Western Europe,
and the USSR.

It should be noted, however, that this balanced geographical distri-

bution does not accurately reflect the research productivity of the three
regions. In the case of the USSR, the research programs at the Russian

laboratories have characteristically lagged behind those of the U.S. and

of Western Europe. This is partly attributable to the lack of sophisti-

cated technological support (such as inferior computer hardware and software ),
and perhaps also to more subtle factors: there tends to be excessive

separation between experimentalists and theorists; Soviet accelerators have

lagged in particle intensity; at times the work has been excessively
programmatic rather than innovative. To

There are strong indications that the USSR is correcting some of

these difficulties in the operation of its 76-GeV accelerator at Serpukhov

(currently the highest energy operating accelerator in the world).
Scientists from Western Europe and from the U.S. have joined Russian

physicists in a number of collaborative experiments, and several note-

worthy results have already been attained from this work. On the whole,

however, it remains true that, while the lead in accelerator energy has

been seesawing between Fast and West, the USSR has been responsible for
a surprisingly small amount of the fundamental experimental results that

have so transformed the field during the past 20 years. On the other hand,

the Soviets have contributed notably to the accelerator art: New principles

of acceleration have been discovered in the USSR, and storage ring tech-
nology has been advanced substantially at Novosibirsk.
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In contrast, the research productivity of Western Europe has been

very high - experimental results from the CERN 28 GeV proton accelerator

have been competitive with work originating from the Brookhaven 33 GeV

machine, and the DESY electron synchrotron in Hamburg has easily out-

produced its counterpart in Cambridge, USA. In one critical area of

research - the important studies that can be carried out only with collid-

ing beam storage rings - the Western European effort is already well ahead

of that of the United States both in electron and proton storage rings.

This situation is indicated on the lower half of the attached chart,

where the striking disparity between the U.S. and the rest of the world
in storage ring activities is clearly illustrated. Western Europe has

just started operation of a proton colliding beam facility with 25 GeV

in both beams, which represents an important unique facility for the whole

world. A similar facility based upon some new and untried technical ideas

is under construction in Novosibirsk. In Western Europe and Russia there

are six high energy electron colliding beam devices and one proton collid-

ing beam facility just coming into operation. In this country we have only

a relatively modest effort just now starting to undergo tests at the Cam-

bridge Electron Accelerator and one other facility under construction at

SIAC. This large asymmetry in the effort between the U.S. and the rest of
the world has occurred despite the fact that the very first colliding beam

device was operated in this country nearly twelve years ago in a Princeton-

Stanford collaboration. The small U.S. effort in this key area is being
carried out in a rather catch-as-catch-can manner. At Cambridge, the

existing research program with the 6 GeV CEA accelerator has been stopped

completely, and the laboratory's resources have been turned to converting
the machine into a 3.5 GeV storage ring device of moderate luminosity
("luminosity" is a measure of attainable interaction rates, and therefore

a major determining factor in the kinds of experiments that can sensibly

be attempted). The CEA colliding beam energy can be raised in energy at

moderate cost. At SIAC, a portion of the existing budget is being diverted
over each of three separate years in order to. construct a storage ring of

high luminosity that will be competitive with European and Soviet machines
that are now operating or under construction.
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Tt is our assessment that, in the future, the electron colliding beam

activity should be better supported in this country. The rings now under

construction at SIAC and the new facllities projected at SIAC, which will

include the possibility of colliding beam work at still higher energies,
will help restore the balance in activity. Depending on the success of

the colliding proton beams at CERN, the development programs which are

proposed NAIL and BNL would permit this country to move into this area of

research at much higher energies.

HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

a) General Observations

High energy physics plays a unique role among the sciences on the
international scene for a number of reasons:

- High energy physics is sufficiently remote from current

application so that neither military nor commercial secrecy impedes

commurications.

- High energy physics requires technological efforts of large

magnitude so that international collaboration in this field provides

much insight into the working methods of other nations.

- High energy physics is expensive; thus rapid international

communication is essential for all participants to avoid wasteful

planning due to ignorance of plans and results obtained elsewhere.

- As the scale of the tools of high energy physics increases,

international cooperation may be the only feasible means of reaching

the highest energies.

- There is a sense of community among high energy physicists of

all nations; many high energy physicists play a prominent role in
advising their respective governments ; thus a valuable communication

channel results.

- High energy physics is sufficiently prominent in the public

eye so that collaboration constitutes an important symbol of inter=-

national good will.



Stemming from this unique role of high energy physics in the furtherance
of international relations a number of significant steps have been taken.

b) Western Europe and Japan |

Collaboration with Western Europe in high energy physics has been

excellent throughout the postwar period. Americans have played a major
role in the original inception of CERN, the Western European laboratory

in Switzerland which pools the resources of twelve member nations. Cooper-

ation took place during the design period during which the AGS at Brookhaven
and the CERN Proton Synchrotron proceeded along similar schedules, and

throughout the utilization period of the CERN accelerator which began in
1959. A very large number of American visitors participate as individuals

in the work of CERN. Conversely, an even larger number of West European

high energy physicists have participated as visitors at U.S. laboratories,

their visits extending usually over one-to-three-year periods. It is

interesting to note that the net "trade balance" in high energy physics

has been favorable to the U.S., that is, there was more West European travel

to the U.S. than in the opposite direction.

There is now an intensification of collaboration in high energy physics

with Japan, implementing the U.S./Japanese Agreement on Science Collab=~
oration. Reciprocal meetings have been arranged and there is extensive

consultation in connection with Japan's new accelerator program.

ec) USSR

Collaboration with the Soviet Union has been unusually extensive
relative to such efforts in the other sciences. U. 5S. visitors were given
access to Soviet facilities first in 1956 after the 10-GeV laboratory at

Dubna, USSR, came into operation. The organization of the Dubna laboratory
was patterned after that of CERN, that is, it is under the control of a

Council composed of representatives of the Soviet Bloc nations. China
participated initially but withdrew after the Sino-Soviet split deepened.

Collaboration between the U. S. and the Soviet Union in high energy

physics was formalized in a series of bilateral memorandum agreements
dealing with peaceful uses of atomic energy between the United States
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Atomic Energy Commission and the Soviet State Committee for the Utilization

of Atomic Energy. Two of these agreements, one dated July 29, 1968, and

one February 10, 1970, specifically provided for lessened formality in
U.S./USSR relations in high energy physics and permitted that exchanges of
scientific workers could be arranged on a laboratory-to-ILaboratory level
and that reciprocity should be interpreted as applying only over a pro-

tracted period of time. These agreements, singling out high energy physics
for less formal treatment, culminated a series of discussions which had

started on November 30, 1963 between the Chairman of the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission and the Chairman of the Soviet State Committee.

Implementation of these special agreements has been only moderately
successful; there has been frequent reciprocal participation in meetings,
and extensive visits and lectures up to a period of one month have taken

place. However longer collaborative experimental efforts have been very
rare until quite recently. The impediment has partially been the imposition
of extensive governmental review in spite of the pledge of informality and

also due to the restrictions on the use of foreign currency by both sides:

the exchange agreements provide that in general the sending parties pay
all expenses.

The situation has improved considerably with international participation
in the work of the Serpukhov T6-GeV proton accelerator in 1968; since this is
currently the highest energy operating accelerator in the world, the incentive
for Western participation increased. Agreements were signed first by CERN and
then by France with the Soviet State Committee to provide Western equipment

in exchange for experimental access to the unique Serpukhov machine. These

agreements have been very successful; West European teams have worked at

Serpukhov since it reached initial operation and many joint publications
have resulted. Substantial contributions in terms of specialized facilities

to Serpukhov have been made by the CERN group and a large bubble chamber

designed and produced by the French is currently undergoing final testing at

Serpukhov. After extensive preliminary discussion, a special Annex to the
U.S./USSR Memorandum of Agreement was signed November 30, 1970, to provide
for U.S. access to the Serpukhov accelerator. This agreement is worded
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reciprocally such that Soviet physicists can participate in work at NAL.

The first experiment involving a U.S. (UCTA-SIAC-Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey) team with a Soviet Bloc (Soviet-Polish) team has just been

completed successfully and proposals from Soviet groups are being entertained
at NAL.

d) Multilateral Activity

The High Energy Commission of the International Union for Pure and

Applied Physics has been the principal agent for sponsoring and organizing
a continuing series of meetings involving Western Europe, Japan, The USSR
and the U.S.A. These sponsored meetings have dealt on a cyclic basis with

new results in experimental and theoretical high energy physics, accelerator

technology and high energy photon and electron interactions, respectively.
The meetings have been growing steadily and have constituted an important
means of international communication and of pooling and collating recently

obtained results.

Another sympton of increasing collaboration and communication in high
energy physics has been an annual meeting of Taboratory Directors of the

USSR, Western Europe and the U.S.A. This series was first started as a bi-

lateral set of informal meetings between the USSR and Western Europe but,

at the request of the Soviets, was expanded three years ago to include
U.S. representation also. The next meeting of this series will be held

this coming fall.

Thus far none of these international arrangements have included actual

responsibilityforlargejointconstruction projects involving the U.S.A.
Informal discussions have been held under various auspices including that

of the Academies of Science for a possible large "intercontinental®
accelerator, but none of these discussions has led to concrete plans.
The last such discussion formally arranged was held at the International

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in Vienna in 1966. This subject will probably
be reopened at the Iaboratory Director's meeting to be held in Switzerland

this year. There is little question that should there be another very

large step in accelerator energy it is most likely that it will be under-
taken on a truly international basis.
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APPENDIX C

HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS
AS A SOURCE FOR APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

High energy physics and astrophysics, subjects which involve the study
of the very small and of the very large, respectively, are generally
recognized as the frontier fields of physical science =~ fields in which

the investigators are engaged in probing into completely unknown realms

and attempting to understand the laws which govern the behavior of all

matter in our universe. Despite these "noble" objectives, it is reasonable

to inquire whether, in fact, the frontier of knowledge has been pushed so

far afield that what is subsequently learned can have little or no impact

on human affairs. And, in view of the resources that are devoted to the

exploration of these fields, the practitioners should be continually
challenged to answer the question: To what extent are these resources

going toward contributing to the well being of man in a cultural as well

as a material sense?

Frontier activities of this nature have always stimulated the highest

order of intellectual pursuit. These fields tend to draw the most able

students, each student aspiring to contribute in a profound way to man's

understanding of his environment and universe. The result is an unparal-

leled educational incentive to our young people. More than this, the

creative spirit which is nourished by frontier science affects the entire

way of thinking in our culture and the standards by which its creations

are judged. As noted by Polanyi¥

"The scientific method was devised precisely for the purpose
of elucidating the nature of things under more carefully controlled
conditions and by more rigorous criteria than are present in
situations created by practical problems. These conditions and
criteria can be discovered only by taking a purely scientific
interest in the matter, which again can exist only in minds
educated in the appreciation of scientific value. Such sensi-
bility cannot be switched on at will for purposes alien to its
inherent passion.”

¥K. Polanyi, Personal Knowledge, University of Chicago Press, 1958, p. 182.
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The contributions of basic science to our culture and to our material

well-being cannot be separated. While Newton's Iaws of Motion are apparently
quite adequate to meet the challenges of our day-to-day lives, we must

recognize that, for example, the synthesis of new drugs and the invention
of the fabrics in the clothes we wear both depend on the detailed knowledge

of molecules -- only quantum mechanics generates such insight. Newton's

Iaws of Motion are only an approximation to Quantum Mechanical Iaws, these

were invented to explain apparently esoteric features of optical spectra

defying other explanations.

The applications of quantum mechanics to solids led to many develop~-
ments such as the invention of the transistor which, in turn, has led to

a. vast technology, including computers. It is interesting to note that

one of the inventors of the transistor has recently made a major contri=-

bution to the theory of superconductivity. Another contributor was

originally trained as a high energy particle theorist. Along the same

lines a recent Nobel Prize winner in biology made his first notable contri=-

bution in science in the application of quantum mechanics to scattering

problems in particle physics. The electronic circuits invented by nuclear

physicists to record radioactive decay processes were later taken over by

the computer industry. The strong focusing principle -- invented to make
feasible the construction of ultra-high —_— accelerators -- led one

practitioner to ask whether the same idea might be used profitably in the

electron microscope. The result is an instrument with substantially
improved resolution. High-power transmitting tubes now used in communi-

cations were originally developed to propel particles in accelerators.

Special relativityisnow"handbook" information used in the design of
such tubes.

These examples illustrate an ubiquitous feature of science, the

magnitude of which is difficult for the non-scientist to appreciate: that

is the degree to which ideas, techniques, and instruments conceived or
invented to meet the challenges in basic science are utilized to meet the

problems in applied fields of science and technology. The magnitude of

this process is difficult to appreciate unless one is deeply involved in

the subject.
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The main point is =-=- the challenges of the completely unknown, such as

are encountered in high energy physics and astrophysics,bytheirvery nature,
force completely unconventional thinking and unconventional approaches to

problems. These new approaches and techniques sve then used in many fields

of endeavor.

Highly innovative technological by-products such as these result

necause &amp; frontier field like high energy physics attracts highly capable

practitioners who are dissatisfied with being limited by the "state of the

art". Tt is thus useless to ask "could such generally valuable tools like

strong focusing systems, the klystron tubes, the binary scaling pair, etc.
be developed more cheaply if direct support had been given toward that end?"

Maybe so in principle but history is replete with examples where the "prute

force" push toward invention did not bring the answer. This story, repeated

over and over again, has been eloquently described in the words of the

industrial scientist H. B. G. Casimir, Director of Holland's Philipps

esearch Iaboratories:

"T have heard statements that the role of academic research
in innovation is slight. It is about the most blatant piece of
tonsense which it has been my fortune to stumble upon.

"Certainly, one might speculate idly whether transistors
might have been discovered by people who had not been trained in
and had not contributed to wave mechanics or the theory of
electrons in solids. It so happened that inventors of transis-
tors were versed in and contributed to the quantum theory of
solids.

"One might ask whether basic circuits in computers might have
been found by people who wanted to build computers. As it happens,
they were discovered in the 30's by physicists dealing with the
counting of nuclear particles because they were interested in
nuclear physics.

"One might ask whether there would be nuclear power because
poeple wanted new power sources or whether the urge to have new
power would have led to the discovery of the nucleus. Perhaps
only it didn't happen that way, and there were the Curies and
Rutherford and Fermi and a few others.

"One might ask whether an electronic industry could exist
without the previous discovery of electrons by people like
Thomson and H. A. Lorentz. Again, it didn't happen that way.



"One might ask even whether induction coils in motor cars
might have been made by enterprises which wanted to make motor
transport and whether then they would have stumbled on the laws
of induction. But the laws of induction had been found by
Faraday many decades before that.

"Or whether, in an urge to provide better communication,
one might have found electromagnetic waves. They weren't found
that way. They were found by Hertz who emphasized the beauty
of physics and who based his work on the theoretical consider-
ations of Maxwell. I think there is hardly any example of 20th
century innovation which is not indebted in this way to basic
scientific thought."

The above examples of "applications" of high energy physics and other

basic research are not applications of results of the research, rather,

they are applications of the tools of such work. In considering the

applications of the results of high energy physics, we have to consider

another feature of basic science. It is the intrinsic unpredictability

of what will be learned; or, given a particular goal, the intrinsic
unpredictability of what the shortest route to that goal will be.

A few years ago, during the course of some investigations on the

interactions of subnuclear kaons, it was discovered, completely by accident,

that stopping subnuclear muons would catalyze the fusion of two deuterium

atoms to form helium. The controlled fusion process has long been the

subject of extensive investigation as a clean energy source of almost

unlimited potential. Here, completely unexpectedly, was discovered a new
say of producing fusion. While it turned out that the muon catalysis

does not work as a power source (it misses by a cat's whisker because the

muon gets captured by the helium and cannot continue to catalyze further

fusions) the community is now alert to the possibility that a particle,
still undiscovered, may work successfully as a catalyzer.

The thrust of the story is: High energy physics came close to solving

the fusion power problem, and in a way no one could have possibly invented --

if he were directly addressing the problem of controlled fusion.

Ultimately the expectation of applications stemming from the results

of high energy physics research must rest on history. High energy physics

is the present trail blazer along a path previously cleared by what is now



nuclear physics, and nuclear physics was preceded along this path by atomic
physics. When these earlier fields were the frontier, applications then

too seemed unlikely if not Impossible. But the attached diagram shows us

graphically what has actually happened: applications have come only after

the basic facts of a new realm have been explored and established.

Essentially all technologically related products have been generated
along a pattern like the one described. Iouis Rosen has demonstrated¥*

convincingly that the annual production of goods and services associated
wlth particle accelerators is about 2 billion dollars ~-= including isotope

production, nondestructive testing, radiation processing, power reactor
applications, medical treatment, and polymerization by radiation. No one

would have conceivably predicted such a volume of activity when accelerators

entered particle physics research in the 1930's.

Currently the U.S. has a negative world trade balance in all commodities

combined. In contrast the U.S. has a large excess in the balance of pay-~

ments in the products of technology. This technology was derived from

earlier discoveries in basic research. Technology continually needs the

nourishment and stimulus derived from the discoveries at the frontier.

Thus even this foreign trade argument strongly points that we must maintain

leadership in basic research.

¥Iouis Rosen: "Relevance of Particle Accelerators to National Goals",
1971 Particle Accelerator Conference, March 1, 1971, Chicago, Illinois.
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that such a starting point corresponds to an 807 to 90% utiliza-

tion of the Nation's high energy physics facilities.*

We therefore recommend that $250 million be considered an
absolute minimum for FY'73 to meet the conditions of (a) reasonable

exploitation of the facilities now at hand, (b) halting the decline

in high energy physics manpower, and (c) a reasonably effective transi-

tion of the National Accelerator Laboratory into a productive physics

program, -

C. PROJECTIONS OF ALTERNATIVE FUNDING SCHEMES

In this section graphs (Figures 3, 4 and 5) are included to

show the timetables of funding distribution to accomplish the goals

described.

In these projections we analyze a five-year budget program of
constant buying power (Figure 4) and alternatively we analyze excursions
about this assumption at a total funding growth rate of -5% and +5%

per annum (Figures 3 and 5, respectively). We identify illustrative

distribution of funds over various budget categories, including both

operating and capital items. These alternative plans differ considerably
in terms of accomplishment and vigor of the program and the number of
physicists which can be accommodated: The number of surviving national

laboratories is the same for all these projections by the end of the
decade. ’

The starting points of these plans were taken to be $250 million of
new obligational authority for FY'73. (For reasons discussed in Section B,

we recommend at least this figure as a minimum starting value.)

*Program projections from a $280 million FY'73 base are available but
for the sake of brevity are not included in this report.

19.
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The extended figures as given are in "1973 dollars." We

have made no effort to preguess any escalation due to inflation.

Only a minimum number of new on-AEC-site buildings is included

in the projections and only on an austere basis.

The capital costs of large computer installations at AEC centers

are not included in our considerations; such large computers generally

also serve programs other than high energy physics. Operating costs

of such computers allocated to high energy physics are, however,

Included in our figures. i

The cost of participation in an international venture aiming

toward an "intercontinental" accelerator is not specifically included.

The details of these projections (including the dates of accelera-

tor phase-downs) should not be interpreted as recommendations; actual

circumstances such as recent discoveries or technological progress

should control decisions of the agencies within the general framework

of these projections.

High energy physics, like any frontier science, has a history of

startling developments leading to new avenues of thought and unforeseen

opportunities. Ihe projections of this report do not provide specific
sontingency funds for the unknown.

D. ANALYSIS OF THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE ALTERNATE PLANS

Under all the growth rates projected four major accelerators above
3 GeV (CEA, PPA, ZGS and the Bevatron) will have ceased operation by the

end of the decade covered by the plans.

1. Decreasing Funding Projection (Figure 3)

We consider the program with decreasing real funding at a rate of

about 57% per year highly unsatisfactory for a number of reasons:

(a) The number of scientists involved in high energy physics
would decrease over the next decade. Practically no young

2



people would be able to enter the field because of

lack of positions and opportunities. The effect of

this shrinking and aging process would be disastrous

to the creativity of U.S. particle physics and there-
fore to basic science as a whole.

The various capital improvement projects would be
stretched out over an unconscionably long time; for

Instance, NAL could not acquire a proton intersecting

storage ring facility or reach higher energies until
near the end of the decade.

The reduction of operating level and operating period

for the ZGS and the Bevatron would preclude sensible

realization of potential physics remaining to be done

there with little further investment. In addition,

the two "surviving laboratories" now in operation (BNL

and SLAC) could not reach even 75% utilization, much

less adequately exploit their newly constructed facilities.

The equipment figures would shrink eventually by 20%
below the AEC program request figures. This would per-

petuate some of the present problems brought on by in-

sufficient equipment funding. Equipment funding is the
one item where the disparity with Western Europe is most

glaring; therefore this 207 shrinkage would be damaging
to over-all productivity and competitiveness.

NAL operations would be held to a marginal figure which is

considerably lower than that projected at the time the
machine was authorized.

Level Funding Projection

The zero growth pattern in real dollars would meet most of the

criteria given in the beginning of this study and would complete the

various capital programs indicated during this decade. However, the

Db)



program has no flexibility for accommodating new ideas or expanded

programs, either instrumental or originating from new physical results.

construction funding is only 18.5% of the total as compared to the

25.8% of the last decade. If, for instance, either the ERA or the

superconducting linear accelerator technique were to become sufficiently

promising to be included in the program, other subjects would have to

be displaced. Similarly, equipment would be cut by 10% below the
request figures which would limit new experimental opportunities but

still permit provision of equipment above the "hard core" costs of the

laboratories discussed above. The rate of innovation would be slow

and also the degree of utilization is still far below optimum.

The "zero growth" program presumably implies, after initial
transition, a "zero population growth" of the number of high energy

physicists. This will involve major hardships to the profession since
the average age of the practitioners of high energy physics is quite low;

therefore stopping the growth implies only minimal opportunities for a

new generation. The effect would be damaging to the quality of the U.S.

particle physics similar to that under the declining funding plan. However,
the result would show up somewhat later in time.

3. Increasing Funding Projection

The program corresponding to 5% annual growth would permit the
innovation necessary to retain facilities reasonably competitive on an

international scale and would obligate funds for the BOW clearly envisaged
construction activities by FY'76. In this projection, construction for
tomovaiive research remains at about 20Z of the total support. Most im-—

portant, this program would ameliorate the present disastrous manpower drain,

providing for some growth of the scientific population in the field and

thereby providing opportunities for young people to enter it. While under
this program, four accelerators would have been closed; operating levels of

the surviving accelerators would eventually correspond to exploitation above
the 75% level. Should new ideas be introduced into the program, or should

yE



participation in a large-scale international venture become a

reality during the coming decade, some adjustments could be made
at this funding level without traumatic effects on the balance of

the program.

4. Summary

We conclude that only a minimum level of total funding for

FY'73 of $250 million for high energy physics and a growth rate of

well above zero and approaching 57 per year in real dollars will

support a program meeting the specified criteria.

During the seventies NAL will have come into initial and

expanded operation, but four high energy accelerators will have
been lost. It is hoped that such a program will -

Retain pre-eminence in research at the highest proton

energies.

Retain leadership in electron energy and in research

in the electron-photon field.

Regain competitiveness in storage ring physics.

Maintain opportunities for technical innovation.

Halt the loss of personnel from the field and provide

some limited opportunities for young people to enter

the field.

Permit reasonably efficient although not complete
exploitation of accelerator facilities.

Continue the creative involvement between the univer-
sities and the National Laboratories.

With this program there is a reasonable chance that U.S. high

energy physics will remain qualitatively in a fully competitive position.
Nevertheless, we expect that the share of data generated in the U.S. will be

a decreasing fraction of the total, due to the qualitative and quantitative

increase of facilities and physicists abroad and due to the shrinking



number of facilities and the fiscal limitations of the operations
at home. However such a program, substantially less ambitious than

that projected in 1965, hopefully can continue the impressive record

of discoveries in U.S. laboratories which have profoundly affected

man's view of the physical world.
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— 7 = - 3 » : a A . a fy) &amp; 1 1 oy1956 is still operating in the STAC beam today. The tubble chamba= ==3

‘netrurmental In precipitating, through measurements of unprecsdeniesd
_ - 2 oe SS " wg - Lo 0. — Ie AT 22 = oat ZLcraclsion, perpbaps the most profound discovery of tha decada of tha =37 3,

- 3 ~ wipe Sp Ed -,carity violation.

Tn 1956 it was shown that perity, i.e., righi-lefs symmatry, was
violated in the weak interactions. This discovery wes truly momentous

since pnysics Irom its inception had alzmys assumed that natures could rot

distinguish right-handed and left-handed Systems. Toe incorporation of

his astounding fact into the framework oF tha wesk intaractions led io

-he Inclusion of the neutrino and muon in tha fundamental equations of

s2rvicle physics in a beautifully symmetric fashion. Taese equations wer:

shen suggestive of more general Torps ultimately leading to the inclusion
5% the weax Interactions as essentizl reflections of the basic shruchture

aT ratter in symmetry schemas of racant times.



nn 1942 nn elaborabs ewnarimant proved vhat conbrarytotheprevious
Cour hare was nog Just oa nauiring in the world bub Iudzed thare vere

v= adding To the list oir leptons (electrons, MUONS , ete.) in the list

elementary particles. Taois has led to extensive eimperirsntal scarchir-

“or yet furthsr leptons - the question of the role of a multiplicity of

tepoons in nature remains one of the great oven problems in physics.

Ta 195k approximately eight years after the discovery of p2rity

siolation, another fundamental symmetry principle was fTourd to be violated:

Time reversal invariance (or "CP comservation™). Tha Forces driving processas
ime XY rsal 1 ¥ riving pr

in the forward and backiard direction in time were detarminad not £0 ba nsces-

s2rily equal: An extremely weak violation was found, &lt;he Pil implication of

waich has yet to be resolved. Physicists have gained a greats desl of insight

“hrougn the ianvestigatioz of such basic symretiry principles, 2nd will continue
‘0 test established laws To the limits of obtainable precision.

As high energy paysics entered the 1950%s, the particles explosion really

oc2gan. lew bubble chamber and counter techaigues, ard the invention of

spark chambers, permitted much more extensive and precise exparirsnis io ba

sarforced. It seexed that each paw experiment discovered =f isass og==2 nar

‘particle’.
rs : : :

Dar TO ry 15 - ys At AS . 7 30 = dot gs =By 1905 over a hundred such entities were claimad to exist: &amp; naw nuclear
0 gel, 1 ~ ipo AE S x - 3 : 7 #5 Lo 2 EET &gt; a) ih a &gt;

saysics pad evolved. After considerable theoretical effort in the iziz 1950°s

2nd early 1950's it was found in 19561 that Srrans Tota ae --3 4 5and early 170V°s, 1c was round in 1901 that a strong pattern was evident in

Ce . . a oer "woo . 1 I oe . : os -

&gt;a2 mass spectrum Of these particles ©. This raster took mathemsitical

5 I - Lt. nd - +7 1 —mye 3 = 7 —~ Tu rs mae To - 21 - -2XPYression tarougna group vascretlcal approzckzzs. In particular, tha group
fr = - dk pm ivr A 1 - foe] Tm — * I - s wy . - svoT symzetry ) su(3) nad profound predictive power in describing not only the
od ys 3 § oN Ean deFF nn - 3 5 - - F-carticle spectrum, but particle interactions as well. Ona great success of

)

Sh 3) was the prediction of one Homegoing” mason. tha firat ateansanmaca 0
o Mle LLIT pL LL LLU hee Li SUT Ae TL LD TRL L2 LIT3T SCXAnI2ness5—

I + FID 5 uo 5 TF ol pw. ey 299 + aT mn Ton cement B38 =&lt; ~ 1,dnject. This prediciion was spsctaculzrly verified in 195%. One of the

morbant insizhts gained in the last dzcads rms the vac {inn that thomSd he no Sela a 0 g2102d —b LIS AGT UU TUG re la recognivicn CRT Laos"

maa To = on spade? aV am 11 . oy = 2. a 2 wp ig , : }
lpareds Or particles are, in ract, snort~lived sxecited states or resonzacasg

rc XY 5 a - “ ox £3 EY - ney yy ~—— &gt; _— ow He &gt; S— — wy &gt; sw bed
I vo@ provon or of the meson. The gradi variety of varticles was recognized

x &amp;

ac a Be dinrdugell dive ly OD nDa sma o&gt; 2 ce Loss a in3 celng a series of diifsveny manitestaiions of only two entities which must

~ - Pm 3 : ; J BA le myer 1 Lorain Si oo my Bl Jie _— gs oF22 endowed witn some Kind of interaal structure so as to bz able to supear in

lJ...N ry = dp doy .SST Tavoant exveitnad states,



Apother dramatic imolicabion of sU(3) wos the id= oo. - ay

(lira-basic elementary particles. The idea was that all knox particles

sith strong interaction are composite objects, the constituents beins
] TTS

jvarks. To represents a primitive example of an internal gtructurs ian

aucleons or mesons. With the quark concant wT poarklels vroveriies
2 avs Mees lol LUIS ILIES

vere explained in a surprisingly simple way. However "quarks" have thus

“ar eluded all efforts to determine whathaw they exist as indeoeniart

sntitiss.

New experiments at SLAC involving the scasiering of electrons From

orotons at emergles higher than ever before zzpear to have uncovered 2roihar

toner layer of matter. The additional availebls snersy (and intarnsiir} nave
rielded new results implying the existenceofalerentarypoint_liiaconssit-
rents in the proton; these ray or may not be ths guarks predicted Irom the

3U(3) particle spectra. Experiments done with storage ring facilitiss in
jurope have obtained similar rasults.

This brief historical outline amply documenss that tha vrais of truly

profound discoveries in elementary particle Physics kas by no me2-s dsmrsasad

she field is still wide open. _ However, the total immach Of these furnizmrantal

revelations on our thinking and understanding of ths raiural world osr-=at

be evaluated until a more comprehensive synthesis of thaorstical f3azs arsroos,

GOALS OF HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS RESEARCH FOZ ToF ENT DECaDT

If high energy physics is pursued as proiscied in this report, ons me

reasonably expect that new discoveries will continue at a vata comparables

to the past. The MAL facility and tha CERI intersecting storage rings will

orovide opportunities to study phenomers in tha enarsy roaze of geveral

wndred to a thousand GeV. Tnerezsad slactron enarsias ard in particular

“he availability of powerful elactron-positron storagza rings will open uv

new insights into the subnuclear vhenomzns From an entirely different aspect
tne improved facilities and datection davices at lover energies will allow

much more penetrating studies than hefors in tha enaray range from a few

co 30 GeV.
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to woicn tosses excited states must have played zn essential rola.
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pomA HF 7 Ci L300. Yara ntarm . ragaencls ayailaskyd fas LY = =feaca asymptotic enaraciter ai presently available 2n2rzi=s; that Is, trav. = &lt;= - ToT Rn FT

= oy Ae we Yo 5.3 Tr wil £1 = TTS I Lo ER

0 0G seem vO cnangs much waza the ezsrgy of collision su-osssas 2 certain

ema 2 &lt;r To +43 Lm A Lo how vgep is "2 : =critical value. Is this asymptotic character itrus or onli aprtara~i 25 Iover
T ¥ aprere~t 2% lover
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= N - - - _ - em . I I = oo Ja yk —1igner energies or willweobservesome vary ditiersn: arteacie? THirerT
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—2nifest iUseli by some new vhenomsrs anpazrizes 55 hishar anapetosaii Ly iL J — TY Sono ls Aun 2 lolx 2 SSIs.
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thoractions are still a2 great punnlse. The laws governing their habhavio:

yrasentvly svallable enarsies are wall-knowm and S2eningly sivnlia, but

Ley exnh1Dit a numbar of very strange properties and phenomena. Ons is
’ so or vy 1 we dun pve pnd o ore mo Ty oy um ntie existence of the neutrino, the mysterious, massless and charszoless

czriicle whlch interacts with matter only by weak interactions. Angthor

=~ Tha srinlatiay &lt; me TTY Datiraan viont and laft =n a TE hr od Trae5 LAS ViOoraA S10 OL SYymrevry gavweecn Lr1gas jak 1erG, ong a recanoty GlLscovraraed

: &gt; Lo oF 3 ri hat rraos pple 2 » 24Yt pg pin pif ol ge2eeAny violation of symmetry betwsen particles and antivarticle (CP-violztion).
STA aS ~ ~ mA To = og ~ 3 Le DF yaoe wy — LV og Ly A hao anaS2ULrinos are among uae decay products of mesons, aad this fact has bean

=~ a - \ . &gt; - - wr Lomoyildo 1 Fn amy Sn Be yy - Be prinis2d to produce pure high-energy neutrino b2ams at proton 2oesleraioms,
~ 5x 2 pyre - 3 la 5 aT y yt) Sw Te mmr ead ey Tow pal wp gpdcroducing meson peams wnlch subsequently decay into nsutrinos. Suck naniring

. —~ - ml a = — 3 - \ =o 1 3 oo. To 2 ee a pio. ihe3sears are researc tools of uaigue value for tha study of weak irfz—aciisng.

- 5 - 5 pm sy iy SY +L JTAT 3 EN Tomer oy 3 " r. 0 menAE‘a2 projected neutrino beam at NAL will be used to investigate ths takarior

BB |ZR J 3 Ame rat Ly 5 pp) Ae Ao Qrras to f= ry Tm my ~~OI wea lnuveractilons at very high ens2rgiss. Guestion (4) refers to =uv fan } OO - hS

ri) Lmtd Cor Ir Fede 43mm 23 ir PLAT my~ » mpm gm30ssible detection of a weak interaction field by Finding the quanti of

Lia * 3 3a &gt; +1 I ot an 3 &gt;= amas 3 my icnis field (in analogy to the light quantumineleciroragnaticinterzcotions),
I ef 5 . ee OO 2 a . Alyn maT Hr 3a a mwvais quantum is usually referred to as the hypothetical “intermadizta Zoson”
el a ~ a . = A + : 7 g Lo de 2 ps £1 x 2. x mi pg ogo .S- I a —

2ny reasons point to the expectation that, if it ©x1i3%s, this guznhtum
J a a = 1 2 a ” epg mk 1 . et ‘

ould be produced by the newly-available energies.

Cuastion (e) points to another problem which mar ha znlvsad crane ToALT 1D C10n &lt; Lr 11c ILLLLjos lem Waicno lle y oo 30ived DNL. dls

Foy dol fy £ tho Adct+ihiitiAzy £ yronlr Tntara~tJ am ~ re a rt Ble, 213 che question of the distribution of weak interaction sources within tra

oe So ~ . st = 5 . ee = ~ - oy. ay gir i I Toy Lull mr: gman Be mgdredrons, and it will be answered by experiments with nigh energy neutriag

: £9 re TAT Lend 7 3 nt 1.3 + or my Tym Yu rime TTseams planned at MAL. It will be interesting to s=2 ihather thass soireas

imo] stk TAdantifTalla trish =% Brrr meprde yee i seare also seemingly pointlike and identifiable with tha auparent auaris

I :, Tm gl 2 mo Leo pype Lam X svn Dp: de = Tn gy emed =ooserved 1n cther experiments. The Question {r) rerzsrs wo the bheklevisr of

: 3 ~ Ta 3 ed - T TTT Rhos om Eeaer mame 1a 2717 +i gr7eak interactions at very high energies. Will they stay weak? Wiil saay
+ - - 5 - ae) 7 = +3 vm a eye Ls yy os Tr - I. wysecorxe stronger and more similar to other interactions? Will we Find any

rlue as to the deeper reason for the violation of the CP-symmetry? Will

sis violation be enhanced at higher ensrgiss, will it appear in different

InancTena?

~ oe - a = 2 TT ped Ll a2 orp, 23 Dp 3 77%, TF 7 Lo 3 Poy oTQuestions (h), (i) and (i) geal with toe nature of electricity. The
Tom ne mm : y wg, prod ay 2 Tn dm —— Il, Ll eer oe = aa127s governing the interaction of electrons with tho electromagnetic fiels

 i SY a iy 3 &lt; es &gt; i deTryoy [ER py ou, *, il) - ~ 3 % i Ig of ny=rz very well-known and their theory ss2ms to ba in good shapes. This thoorv
Lor Bo, v ys) . x 2} rye ng J Ew FE le AE iy pd de Tm pppoe mw une eet 0 2 ed

£5 083580 updn Tae assumption or a point-like electron without any snhatial

==3ion So Ee ) no dimit + tly xr TFT Ear FEN Tm Ela mets lian naan ayesLs 0. +0 Lar, No Limit TO Tae valialyy of this L20XrYy N85 0220 IUD-



11Ll experiments with higher cncrgy find some deviations? 7111 thezo

oriations point Co som2 finlue dimensions or to sow internal shruchure

© the electron? Today, the only evidence for somaihing paauliar with

hz electron structure is the existence of the heavy electron (muon, mis-

1amed mu-meson). So far, no difference with the ordirary elactron except

She mass has been found. The higher energy beams may discover Timer

features in which it differs from the ordinary electron, and which may

ive us a clue to the reason or its existences. Another cuastion posss

“teelf here: Are there still heavier varieties of ths electron? Presant

aoerience cannot exclude them; the improved bears ard deiection davieas

cay find These still heavier electrons or prove thair absance. There ray
o2 an unending series of electrons of different masses a3 there are hadrons;

“his possibilityhasnotyetbeen confirmednorexcludad.Isthers=
lifTerent neutrino connected with each variety of elzctrors as there is

vith the presently known varieties? It is possibla that a naw world of

phenomena may appear 'within' the electron, parallel fo what we hava “ound

7ithin the proton.

Question (j) refers to the puzzling fact that all parsicies so Pa-

mown and directly observed carry electric charges which are exacs intszer

mliiples of a very definite charge, the electronic charze unit, svexz IT

 hey are so fundamentally different as the electron azd the proton. (Tha

aypothetical quarks with possibly fractional charges hava not bean directly
observed.) We have no idea why this is so, aad why tha electron-cherzs is

2
2s big as it is. The famous numerical relation e” [Hc = 1/137 (A = Plancis

constant, c= light velocity) has not yet teen explained, neither tha
aumerical value of the ratio of the proton zass MM to Tha electron mass m:

2m = 1630. Certainly the large mass of ths proton is connected with the

fact that the proton is a source of strong intersection, the electron is nob

rane explanation of this mass ratio is ons of the major aims of particle

shysics. It should ba pointed cut thal tra larze value of this ratio is

2 basic condition for the existance of a wall-dafined chemical structure

in molecules. If atomic nuclei would not bz more than a thousand fimes

azzvier than electrons, their position within the molecule would not ba
wall localized. Let 1t be remombared that the existence of life is nr ed-

~~Ta2d upon the structural vroverities of macromolecules.



J nuclzoce ohyslies we have lzarpned to use ohn forces whieh moll
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ies - R - x, a 3 + I. " op 4 alin J pL pele EI =
ninoyn, are expected to show up when we panetrate daaser into ths siruc—
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ENCLOSURE II

COLLIDING BEAMS VS, BEAMS ON STATIONARY TARGETS:
TYTN oy * =, x ko TOT NTT, wr oy Ty TT or &lt;COMPETING TOOLS FOR ELEMENTARY PARTICLE PHYSICS

b=
=

High energy accelerators have heen the primary tools ia advancing
2lementary particle physics ever since J. J. Thompson discovarad tha
~7 3 7 or Th Fa 1 = dar + : mr Ton 1d T T Tad od fl oes ag imSLECtron using wnat in modern terms might well Ba callsad tne first

accelerator. Although many of the qualitativa Findings, including the
discovery of new unstable particles, originated from cosmic ray studias,

jeaniitadve measurements have required accelerators 2s particle gourcas.

In fact, as the energies of accelerators have pushad £5 higher and nizher

values the relative importance of cosmic Lays as a tool for tha study of

any aspect of elementary particla physics has 213 bur Ciszppearad, zlthaugh
study of cosmic ray physics remains an important zctivity in its om right

Ti Hardy A £0 2 J.1S a diagnostic tool of the cosmos,

=
ro

Figure 1 shows the state of the accelerztors in tha world in an

admittedly oversimplified manner by. plotting ta2ir enargy aad intensity:
tne power of accelerators cannot be measurad 5y one, or even two, parameters

Particle energy remains, of coursa, the fors—ost quantity of interest, bur

intensity, beam quality and geometry z22d m2ny other factors determine the

usefulness of these instrumentstothesuparicantal physicist. The chart
shows tnat the National Acceleraror Laboratory currently holds the world's

record in energy (300 GeV) and assires to Further increasing values; tha

coilizborative international laboratory az Ganava (CERN) has an accelarator

‘nder construction aiming at similar egn2rzies. Thesa two machinas ara procon

sachines; the energy record for electrons is held by SLAC (22 CaV) with

ne aspiration of expanding tha enaraov fo about 50 GeV by a rercircularion aChneams

“Paper given October 16, 1972 at the National Academy of Sciences.
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Elementary particle physics has been exceedingly productive
throughout this century, and it is fair to say that the time interval

&gt;etweennewdiscoveriesinthisfieldwhichhavechangedman'sbasic

s7iew of nature has not given any indication of stretching out. Yet

he magnitude of the tools and the concomitant cost of operating them

nave grown steadily, and the question is being raisad with increasing

frequency as to when and how this evolution night stop. As shown in

Figure 2 the trend in the increase of accelerator ensrgy has not stoppad.

Yew inventions have sustained an almost exponential increase in enarsy

of ona decade every six years even though the scaling laws pertaining to

cach type of accelerator have in the past forced a leveling off of the

energy attainable by any one method. This increase in energy has baen
youzakt at a serious social cost: Because of the high price of each

accelerator the total number of installations worldwide which operate at

‘he frontiers of the field has been steadily decreasing. Therefore

elementary particle physicists at academic and other institutions haves

had to carry out their experimental observations away from home. Yer

the consensus remains that involvement of academic physicists within the field

should be maintained or even strengthened despite this difficulty: Elementary

carticle physics, since it is among the most basic of the sciences, remains

an essential ingredient of the educational program in physics at maior

universities.

A possible departure from the pattern outlined above has been introduced

by the emergence of colliding-bezm technicues. It has been racognized for a

very long time that the threshold for z resszsction among particles to occur is

set by the "center-of-mass energy,” that is, by the energy measured in that

frame in which the center-of-mass of tna coliding system is at rest. At highly

relativistic particle energies the center-of-mass energy increases only with
cha square root of the energy (as measured in the laboratory) of the particle

thet bombards a stationary target; the rest of the energy is converted into

tne Rinetic energy of motion of the center-of-mass of the combined system.

The relationship between the center-of-mass enerey and the laboratory energy



of particle beams striking stationary targets is shown in Figure 3. Clearly
chis decreasing efficiency in terms of center-of-mass energy could be

circumvented by two beams colliding with ona another from opposite directions.
‘his idea is an old on2; it is in fact difficult to document how it originated

However, the question here is not that of the idea but of its execution.

The problem is that the density of particle bezms is vastly inferior to that

or ordinary condensed matter and is in fact comparable to that of practically

attainable vacua; thus the reaction rates in coiliding-beanm experiments are

apt to be very much lower than those encountered when particle beams strikes

stationary targets. Quantitatively this factor is measured by a quantity

which colliding-beam physicists call the "luminosity." This is the number by
which one multiplies the cross section of the reaction under investigation in

order to obtain the reaction rate. Luminosity is therefore generally measured
in units of cm2sec.

During the last decade there have been many developments which have

demonstrated that the luminosities of colliding-beam devices can reach a

range practical for important elementary particle physics experiments. The

first such demonstrationwasmadeinthe Stanford-Princeton collaboration, in
which two electron beams, each up to 550 MeV, were mada to collide in the

common section between two magnetic storage rings arranged in a figure eight

patter. This installation resulted in a pioneering demonstration thar quantum
2lectrodynamics remained valid up to ensrgiss that were previously unattainable.

I'he most important and also most amtitiocus single step in colliding-bean

technology was taken in Europe at CERN in their ISR (Intersecting Storage Ring)

project which became operational in 12970. In this installation particles are in-

jected into two rings at an energy of 24 G=V from CERN's proton synchrotron; the

energy in each ring can be slightly raissd zbova that value by increasing the
ragnetic field. When two 30 GeV bezams collide in one of the six interaction

regions of that machine (interaction regions are formed by intersections betwsen

straight sections of each ring), the energy in the center-of-mass of the
colliding protons (60 GeV) is equivalent to that produced by a beam of 1900 GeV

striking a stationary target. The luminosity of this installation has reached

2 figure somewhat below 1030 cn2 sect, Since the total cross section For



reactions at very high energies between colliding protons is somewhere

near 10725 cm? the total interaction rate is in the neighborhood of 10°

reactions per second. This figure in itself is of course not fully

rersuasive as to the usefulness of the installation, since not all tha

reactions produced would be of equivalent interest; for instance, reactions
involving large momentum transfer are in general the most sensitive probe

&gt;f unknown features of strongly interacting particles, but the cross sections

decrease steeply with an increase in this quantity. Practical limits set

hy the art of particle detection would also reduce the number of observed events

2er second below this figure. Nevertheless the results obtained with tha

[SR installation thus far have amply demonstrated the exciting possibilities of

colliding-beam techniques. Many experiments reported from the ISR hava vielded
important new knowledge on high energy reaction phenomenology and on the |

behavior of cross sections governing pairs of particlesattheseexceedingly”

nigh energies. Moreover, searches for new particles and for gqualitativaly new
shenomena have been carried out in this installation which sat a lower limit on

shat might be observable in the future.

Several colliding-beam installations other than the original Priaceton-—

Stanford storage rings and the powerful ISR have also bsan built. Figure 4

tabulates the worldwide status of these storage ring facilities. Note that the

CERN ISR and the SLAC installation SPEAR hold tha current record in energy

and luminosity for protons and electrons, respectively; the future evolution

of colliding-beam devices will be discussad shortly.

There are, of course, many differences other than center-of-mass energy

and attainable data rate which distinguish the kinds of physics which can

be done with conventional accelerators producing beams striking stationary

targets from those possible at colliding-beam installations. Conventional

accelerators with stationary targets permit not only the study of primary inter-

2ctions between the beam particles and the constituents of the target, but

“hey are also "factories" of secondary beams of unstable particles. These

sazendary beams are frequently at least as valuable as the primary beam in

studying elementary particle interactions of a well-identified natura. The



availability of secondary beams means that a "conventional" accelerator

can service a very large number of experimental stations and thus support

a larger community of particle physics experiments: in contrast the number

of experiments at a colliding-beam facility is generally restricted to the

number of "interaction regions.”

The use of conventional accelerators in which either primary or secondary

oeams strike material targets (usually liquid hydrogen) introduces a com—
plicating factor: since baryons (protons and nsutrons or one of their strange

sartners like the lambda) are conserved in any elezmentary particle process,

che struck proton in the collision will either be praseadt in the final state,

or else it will have changed into such a baryon. Accordingly, in reactions

in which, for instance, a pair of pions of opposite charge is created in the
collision, a nucleon will also be present: therefora the Iinal state is a

3-body rather than a 2-body system. Thus the interaction between bro pions

in isolation cannot be studied with a conventional accelerator. In contrast,
shen, for instance, electrons and positrons collide in a storage—-ring arrange-

nent, these two particles annihilate into purely electromagnetic enargy known

as a "virtual photon." This virtual photon is at rest in the laboratory and

can re-materialize into any combination of particles in the final state which

obey the conservation laws applicable to that situation. Specifically the virtual

photon is neutral, has spin 1, and has negative intrinsic parity. According
to the conservation laws this permits, for example, a pair of positive and

negative pions or kaons to be formed in the final state, or one of the so-called

vector mesons to be created (these genarally decay into pairs of pions or kaons)

these objects are thus made available in tha laboratory without the disturbing

influence of a nucleon, so the interaction between pairs of unstable particles

can be studied under conditions of much grsater simplicity than is possible

#ith conventional accelerators. Not only is the absence of a hadron a simpli

fying factor, but also the well-defined quantum numbers of the initial state

simplify analysis of the unknown final state interaction, since the number of

spectroscopic "states" in the final state is constrained.

"Conventional" accelerators and storage rings need not be separate installa-
“icns; on the contrary, a conventional accelerator can sorve the dual naurnaans



of injecting particles into a storage ring and of supporting a research
&gt;rogram in its own right. This is the case at SLAC which is shown in

Figure 5. Here the two-mile accelerator operates both at the energy and

intensity frontier of electron machines, but also injects electrons and

positrons into a colliding&lt;beam storage ring called SPEAR; this device

operates at present also at the highest luminosity and energy of existing

alectron colliding-beam installations. Similarly, the CERN international

laboratory at Geneva operates the ISR and its injecting proton synchrotron

as a system oi separate research tools.

To summarize, we find that conventional accelerators producing beans

striking stationary targets and storage rings producing colliding beams
nave both assets and deficiencies for high energy particle physics. Generally

the conventional accelerators yield much higher intensities and produce useful

secondary beams; whereas storage rings can produce much higher center-of-mass

&gt;nergies and can produce states of interaction that are easier to analyze in

cerms of fundamental questions. Thus normally one would conclude that both

7f these accelerator types have their proper area of usafulness and both

should be developed further. This statement implies that there are no

technological or financial limits towards pursuing either or both directions;

‘n practice both of these limits are, of course, very real. Technology alone

at this time does not impose any substantial basic upper bound on the performance

of conventional accelerators. The "alternating gradient synchrotron’ using
conventional magnets can in principle be extended to any arbitrary euergy

srovided that limits of real estate or tha taxpayers' tolerance do not intervene.

Once development of reliable superconducting magnets has been completed their

substitution would reduce tha required space but not necessarily the cost of an

accelerator installation. There are tachnolaogical limits governing the intensity

zttainable by proton synchrotrons and electron linacsj these in part derive

‘rom the characteristics of practical injection systems, in part from radio-
activity and the problem of designing targets for very intense beams, and also

in part from certain factors set by beam orbit dynamics which limit the intensity

5% beams which can be accelerated. However, ultimately both the energy and

‘~+ronzity limits of conventional accelerators appear financial rather than physical



The intensity limitations on storage rings, in contrast, are more

“undamental. In a storage ring the two beams which are destined to collide

‘nn the interaction regions must be stored in a magnetic guide field for

a period of time measured in minutes or hours. This poses extreme require-

nents on vacuum technology; moreover, in the case of electrons, energy is

radiated during the storaga process, requiring very high radiofrequency power
to compensate for this loss. However, most basic is he facr that such

stored beams must be stable, and it has beer the history of each new zansra-

zion of storage rings that new sources of instability have been discoverad
shenever a new design entered the test phase, Thara =ras many such instapilities:

those associated with the storage of a single beam, and those associzted with

-he interaction between the colliding beams. Single—bean instabilities can in
orinciple be controlled by feedback machanisms, although in practice this can

be exceedingly difficult. The interaction between the beams produces modifica-
tions of the focusing conditions confining each beam: if such shifts bacome too

large this produces instabilities which are in princinle difficult, if not
impossible,‘toprevent. Such beam~-beam instabilities thus set a limit to the

practically attainable luminosity of storage rings. Several inventicns have
been made in recent times which advance thiz Iimit substantially, but aven so

it is clear that the interaction rates of storage ring—-celliding-bean installa-

tions will always be many orders of magnitude below those attainableininter-—

actions of the primary beam found in conventional accelerators with =z stationary
target. However, the interaction rates becons quite comparable if colliding-

beam installations are compared with the uss of secondary beams from conventional
accelerators.

Figure 6 attempts to make a mors quantitative comparison between the

serformance of storage rings and that of conventional accelarators, albeit in
2 highly oversimplified way. The chart picts the "effectiva luminosity” of the

‘nstallation in question against the center-of-mass enargy. The luminosity of a

conventional accelerator depends, of course, on the thickness of the target

actually employed, and we assume in this chart that such a target is a l-meter—-lonz

7essel of liquid hydrogen. The chart also assumes that tha efficiency for detectina



the products of reactions produced in both colliding-beam devices and

conventional accelerators is 100%, that is, that all the reaction products
ire seen. Note that the chart spans a range of approximately 20 decades in

luminosity, while the installations shown in the chart range some two decades

in center-of-mass energy (which would be four decadas in laboratory energy
for conventional accelerators!).

The chart shows inside a dashed rectangle a series of installations

7hich are at present under active discussion for the futvre. Such studies

ire being carried out both on the West Coast with emphasis both on electron-

positron and lepton-proton storage rings, and on the East Coast with emphasis
on proton-proton storage rings; similar studies are in progress in Europe.

These studies project the storage-ring art for protons and electrons well

beyond that available at the ISR at CERN and the SPEAR electron-positren ring

at SLAC. These studies have been encouraged by the very high productivity
experienced with the ISR installation and the successful initial turn-onofSPEAR.

You will note that the center-of-mass energy in the most ambitious of thess
studies might reach as high as 400 GeV; this is the same center-of-mass enargy

2s that obtained when a beam of 80,000 GeV protons strikes a stationary target,

clearly an impossible goal for ordinary means of acceleration. In looking to

the future the primary problem is therefore wharher such very large storage
rings can in fact be built at a useful luminosity, and from this arises the

juestion "What is a useful luminosity?" =~ |

The question of minimum useable luminosity is of course associated with

the projected areas of interest on which high energy physics might focus in

this ultra-high~energy region. Adequate discussion of this topic would lead

auch too far afield. However for illustration let me place an overlay on

"igure 6 which shows the minimum luminosity required to produce a counting
rate of 1 count/hourforprocessesdrivenby the three dominant forms of

‘nteraction in elementary particle physics: the electromagnetic interaction,
“ne weak interaction, and the interaction among strongly interacting particles



known as hadrons. The cross section for the electromagnetic interaction

between two charged particles which leads to point-like end products is
expected to decrease inversely as the square of the center—of-mass energy;

the validity of the theory which predicts this behavior has been demon-
strated thus far over the full range of energy studisd to date. Moreover

studies of the reaction

er + = &gt; any combinationofhadrons

over the range of energies accessible to electron-positron storage rings to

date have shown that the cross section for this DTroCcass decreases with
anergy no faster than that of the point-Zike process {such as pra” ~ T)

and exceeds it in magnitude.*® :

The weak interaction is expected to exhibit a cross section which

increases linearly with the square of the center-of-mass energy, and the

chart indicates that at energy near 100 GeV the wezk znd the electromagnetic

cross sections might cross over.®% It is, of courses, generally rocogniead
that no cross section in nature can increase indefinitely with energy, and

“hat something has to "eo wrong with the theory before the so-callad

"unitarity limit" for quantum mechanics is reached. Therefore particle physicists

confidently expect that the Fermi theory of weak interactions in which four

spin one-half particles are assumed to interact at a mathematical point will

pot remain valid to indefinitely high energies; eventually this interaction

will have to be carried by some kind of mediating particle.

The total cross section derived from strong interactions is expected to

remain roughly constant, as is also shown ca the chart.®%% Howevar the

*The reference electromagnetic cross section used in the chart is that of the
1

reaction ee + ee” &gt; ut +

**The reference weak interaction cress section used in the chart is that of the
reaction . :

e + p = neutrino plus any combination of hadrons

s%%The reference "strong cross section usad is the total cross section for
he Teaction

p + P » anything



partial cross sectionsofgreatestinterest are much smaller: these

nvolve large transfers of momentum among the colliding particles; the

chart shows that partial cross sections of as low as 10710 times the

nagnitude of the total cross section might be accessible to measurement

at storage rings whose luminosities are adequate for tha observation of

che weak and electromagnetic interactions. One might speculate that at
corresponding momentum transfers the strong interaction cross sections ap-
broach those of weak and electromagnetic interactions at energies in the
center—of-mass near 100 GeV.

It appears plausible, therefore, that near a center-of-mass-enargy
rear 100 GeV (which is an energy nobody dreamed of reaching in the labora-

cory until a relatively short time ago), the basic distinction between

weak, strong and electromagnetic interactions might lose meaning, at least
as far as signifying magnitudes of cross sections is concerned. Thera are

some members of the theoretical community who are optimistic that work at

‘hese extremely high energies will lead to the discovery of unifying principles
which will combine their understanding of these different forms of inter—

actions, which have thus far been treated in an essentially separate manner;
snification of weak and electromagnetic interactions has already been attempted
vith some success. Whether this highly ambitious goal will in fact be reached

vith such installations is of course for the futura to decide; even from

a more simplistic point of view it is clear, however, that storage rings

permit in principle an enormous extension of the kinematic parameters

accessible to experimenters that is simply not possible by any other means.

This chart should, however, induce soma caution; in the "exciting"
cegion at which these curves converge a luminosity of 1032 cp—2 sec”! would
yield only a few counts per houz, and this value should thus be considered

a practical minimum objective for storage-ring installations. Orbit theorists

are optimistic that such luminosity values can be obtained; the SPEAR storage
ring at SLAC is now only 1 order of magnitude short of this goal, while the

[5% overates currently 2 orders of magnitude below this value.



Some rough economic comparisons might also be useful. Without

going into detail it appears that the generation of super storage rings

will cost less than the NAL accelerator, now in its final test phase

near Chicago, or the CERN-II accelerator, now undsr construction at Geneva.

[t is certain that the cost will he about an order of magnitude below

chat of any follow-on conventional accelerator installation exceeding
1,000 GeV in energy.

Let me summarize: The evolution of sourcas of high-energy particles

for use in elementary particle physics is nowapproaching a fork in the

road. One path leads to "conventional" accelerators of higher and highar

nergy, and the other leads to "super-storage-rings” winich promise attain-
nent of center-of-mass energies and access to new physics, hitherto un-—

imaginable, but which require advances in luminosity in order to ba practically
useful. Considering these facts and the expectation that the second path

promises advances at lower cost, it will be pursued in tha future with increasing
enthusiasm. Whether another step along the former path will be taken, either

in the United States or abroad, is a matter of intensiva current discussion,

in particular in the Soviet Union. I hope, howaver, that I have presented

an over—view which has been persuasive in showing that the field of elementary
particles is very far from being "run dry," either in terms of expected

“undamental findings or in terms of availsble technology to provide tha tools.
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Some rough economic comparisons might also be useful. Without

going into detail it appears that the generation of super storage rings

will cost less than the NAL accelerator, now in its final test phase

aear Chicago, or the CERN-II accelerator, now undsr construction at Geneva

It is certain that the cost will be about an order of magnitude below

that of any follow-on conventional accelerator installation exceeding
1,000 GeV in energy.

Let me summarize: The evolution of sourcas of high-energy particlss

for use in elementary particle physics is nowapproaching a fork in the

oad. One path leads to "conventional accelerators of higher and higher

anergy, and the other leads to "super-storage-rings” which promise attzin-
nent of center—of-mass energies and access to new physics, hitherto un-

imaginable, but which require advances in luminosity in order to ba practically
useful. Considering these facts and the expectation that the second path

promises advances at lower cost, it will be pursued in the future with ipcreasing
anthusiasm. Whether another step along the former path will be taken, either

in the United States or abroad, is a matter of intensiva current discussion,

in particular in the Soviet Union. TI hope, howeaver, that I have presented

an over-view which has been persuasive in showing that the field of elementary

particles is very far from being "run dry," either in terms of expected
‘undamental findings or in terms of availzbise technology to provida tha tools.
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Brookhaven National Laboratory
Centre D'Etudes Nuclieres

Princeton-Pennsylvania Accel.
LBL, U. of Cal., Berkeley
Instit. of Exper. &amp; Theor. Phys.
Rutherford Lab. |

National Lab for High-Energy Phys
Joint Instit. for Nuclear Research
Argonne National Lab.
European Organ. for Nuclear Res.
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Instit. for High Energy Phys.
National Accelerator Lab.
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Location
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Princeton, N. J.
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Dubna, USSR
Chicago, Illinois
Geneva, Switzerlanc
Upton, L.I., N.Y
Serpukhov, USSR
Batavia. Illinois

Geneva, Switzerland
 tem ASer rrr
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Shut down

Shut down

Ready in 1974
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fig. 6. Effective luminosity vs. center-of-mass energy for several
accelerators and storage rings, existing and under study. The facilities showr
are identified in previous figures except for the following:

(a) SuperSPEAR is a study being carried out at SLAC of the possible
characteristics and uses of a colliding-besam storage ring that would store
beams of electrons and positrons up to energies of 15 CeV (each beam).

(b) PEP is a study being carried out by a collaborative group from SLAC
and LBL, Berkeley, on the possible characteristics and uses of a colliding-
beam storage ring that would permit collisions between 15 GeV electrons and
15 GeV positrons, or between either of these particles and 70 to 200 GeV
protons.

(c) ISABELLE is a study being carried out by a group from Brookhaven
National Laboratory and collaborators on the possible characteristics and
uses of a colliding-beam storage ring that would permit collisions between
beams of protons having energies up tp 200 GeV {each beam). Coe

Figure 6 attemptstodisplaybothacceleratorandstorage-ringinstall
ations on a comparable scale. Naturally, such an attempt will involve sore
oversimplification. The data rates attainable are described by an "eflactixe
luminosity”; this is the number by which the cross section (measured in cri)
of the reaction channel under observation is to be multiplied to arrive af
2 rate in events per second. This scale replaces the "intensity" figures, in
microamperes or in particles per pulse, that are usually displayed for zccsl-
ators. It is assumed that the reaction in question is observed st 100%
afficiency, and that the detector solid angle collects all tha events of
interest, To apply this concept to an accelerator, it is assured that (unless
otherwise indicated) a liquid hydrogen target of one-rmster length is usad.
With the exception of the muon-beam entries, all figures refer to primey
beams,

Center-of-mass energies are plotted under the assumption of a staiionary
proton target in the case of conventional accelerators. Those U.S. acealarsiors
which are operating or are under study, and which havezcenber-of-mass AnRTEY
greater than 5 GeV, are listed in the figure, The CERT ISR is shown for core
parison with the U.S. colliding-beam storage-ring projects under consideration,
CERIN IT is not explicitly shown, but its performance would be comparable to
WAL, NAL performance is shown under a wide renze of assumptions; these range
from an energy of 200 GeV at 107" protons per pulse (which might be available
for physics research by the end of this calendar year) all the way up to an
Intensity of 5 X 107” protons per pulse at =2n ererzy of 1000 GeV, The latter
values are very optimistic assumptions, both in regard to intensity and to
the feasibility of the superconducting "doubisr" project for NAL.

Since the engineering feasibility of large-scale superconducting magnet
technology has not been demonstrated, 3 special notation is made in the figure
to point out those devices that would reguire such technology.

The dash-dot lines on the figure indicate the luminosities that are
recuired to achieve a counting rate of one event per hour, at the center-of-
r2ss energies showm, for weak, strong, and electromagnetic interactions. The
vertical dash-dot line extending upward from the strong-interaction linz is
m=2nt $0 point out the increasing luminosities needed for rates of one count
per nour for events of increasing momentum transfer.
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LIMIT SPAN OIF SETECTED EXPERIMENTS 7

AT SLAC USING ELECTRONIC RECORDING TECHNIQUES

Completed Dale FPirst Date
wxperiments submitted ‘Approved
LY B87 Dec 71
2) E-86 Nov 7°
3) E-T7Y June 71
4) D-T6a Jan TL
5) E-Tha Oct 70
5) E-T3 A&amp;B Oct 70

OR... Accelerator
First End Hours

Oct 72 581
Jan 72 243
Aug T2 341
Mar 72 535

Apr 72 June 72 570
Dec 70 Nov Tl 60M

Jan 72

Nov 71

July 71
May 71
May 71
Nov 70

Lo E-T1
8) E-69

June 70

Apr Tu
Aug 70
May 70

June 71

Aug 70
30
hho

9) E-68
10)|E-67
17) E-66
12) E-65
13) E-64

Apr TO
Feb 70

Feb 70

Jan 70

Jan 70

May 70
Mar 70

Mar 70

Dec TL

Mar 70

| Dec 11

Oct 70 Nov 70

May Tl
Jan 72 Feb T2

May 71 Mar 72

320
361
850
506

1001

1h) E61
15)  E-60

Nov 69 Feb 70 Dec 70 Mar 71

Nov 69 Dec 69 Apr 72 Aug 72
598
329

16) EE-56A July 69 Oct TC

July 69 May 70

Oct 70 Aug 7.

May T1 Apr 72

LY

7) E55 S14

8) B-53
19) E-52

May 69 Jun 69 Dec 69 Mar 70 179°
day 69 Aug 69 Dec 69 Feb TO L208

Date” ’~ (3)
(2) Analysis Date of - Mor

Institutions Completed Publication Inter
MIT-SLAC July 73 Nov 73 2l

NAL-SLAC Dec 172 Feb 73 16
HEPL-Stanford Feb 73 June 73 25

UCSB Mar 73 June 73 30

SLAC -Tufts Dec 72 Feb 73 29
Harvard July 72 Dec 72 27
U of Wisconsin
STAC

JCSC-STAC Dec 71 °° Feb 72

John Hopkins May 72 June 72
JCLA~STAC ;

U of Wisconsin Dec 72

SLAC Dec 71
SLAC Feb 73
SLAC oo Nov 72

UCSC -SLAC Oct 72
Stanford |

UCSC -SIAC Mar 73 July 73 L&amp;
UC -LBL Feb 74 = Aug 75 70
UC~Riverside
SIAC

U of Penn,
UCSC ~SLAC

Colorado
UCSC ~SLAC-

UucsB-
Northwestern
Stanferd-SLAC



SoM SPAN OF SELECTED EXPERIMENTS

AT STAC USING ELECTRONIC RECORDING TECHNIQUES

(continued)

Dube First . Date Dote Run Accelerator

Submitted Approved Plrst Ind Hours

0) k-H0a Jan 69 Mar 69 Dec 69 Jan 70 77

01)  50h Ta Aug  ou Nov 7 ar

CN

} Bll Je. 58 Feb 69 July 69 Aug 69 JL

(3)
Date

(2) Analysis
Institutions Completed

(3)
Date of Month
Publication Inter

Harvard June 70 Oct 70 ze
Northwestern
SLAC

Harvard
Northwestern
SLAC

John Hopkins
CERN
UCLA-STAC

Experiments are those that have most recently completed running at SLAC.
If the official spokesman was not available contact was made with anyone with knowledge of the experiment.

Obviously dates after this compilation (Nov.72) represent "best guess" for completion of analysis and publication
Publication date means first paper giving results from analysis of all data in a regular scientific journal.
Subsequent publications are sometimes issued claborating further on the results or presenting secondary analysis.
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IIME SPAN OF SELLCTED SUE CHAMBER rxprrIMENTS (1)
ISL

Completed Date Tirst
nxperimoents Submitted

L) DBC-HO Jan

2)  DBC-L7 Ja

3 BCU Ju

4) BC-ho
5) BC-38

Jo he

J. 7

5) BC-37
7) BC-3%

Ju

[

3) BC
9)  bu-ed

0) BC-19
ah. w

Qt 0
wml LL

2Date’! (3)
Date Date Pictures (in (2) Analysis Date of Months
Approved Run thousands) Institutions Completed Publication Interva

First End

Jan 72 Oct 72 239 Duke Oct 7h Le
Uof NC

UC -LBL
SLAC

UucsC Mar
SLAC

MIT July Th
Florida State Jan 73
U of Pa

Yale July 73
UC-Riverside
UC -LBL

gre | Mar 73

UC-Riverside Dec 72
Tel-Aviv

36

Feb T1 Dec TL Feb 72 £0 +1, 39

Aug 70 “Feb 72 Aug TT JL ~ 3

Aug 70 Oct 70 Jun T2
Aug 70 May 71 Jun 72.

400
pn

Jan 5
Jun 73

56
37

Nov 70

May 71 Feb 72

Jun 69 May 71 July 71 450, (5)
Mar 69 Jun 69 267
Aug 69 Oct 69 Oct 72° 840

Dec 73
July 73

43
51

Sept 73
Jun 73

Jan 72

25
56
Lh

eeMT Rb Sd ————— ! . .Experiments are those that have most recently completed running at SLAC.I y P &amp;

2) If the official spokesman was not available contact was made with anyone with knowledge of the experiment.

3) Obviously dates after this compilation (Nov 72) represent "best guess" for completion of analysis and publication.
Publication date means first paper giving result from analysis of all data ih a regular scientific journal. Subsequen’
sublications arc sometimes issued elaborating further on the results or presentin secondary analysis.

This was a "gated" experiment, it exposed 1 picture for every 300 expansionsof the bubble chamber. This would make it
1lmost equivalent to a 27,000,000 picture experiment.
This was a "gated" experiment, it exposed 1 picture for every 20 expansions of the bubble chamber. This would make i.
1lmost equivalent to a 9,000,000 picture experiment.
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fabrication aud Check-out Duration of Selected SLAC Capital Equipment Projects

(Figures Represent Dollars in Thousands)

rr

. Meter HBC LO"

=, Positron Source

3) Large Volume Magnet
+) 1.6 BeV Spectrometer
5) Spiral Reader
5) Cerenkov Counter

7) Graphics Interpretation Fac.
3) 5.8 MW Power Supply Mod.
J) Gooney Rird II

10) 18 D7? Rending Magnets
11) L400 KW Power Supply

12) 35 mm Camera (82" HEC)

23) 360/91 Additions
4) x° spectrometer Facility
15) Rapid Cycling Chamber
6) Central Computer Add. IT

7) SPEAR
8) Spectrometer D.A. Syst.-Mod.
29) LASS
20) Polarized Electron Source
21) SPEAR Syst. Improveménts

AMOUNT

$1978
5'7
282

277
343
113
1.3%
178
126

 t h5
112

91
359
306
321
169

5260
104

970
hs

S03

PROJECT
APPROVET

June '65
June '65
Sept. '65
Sept. '65
Oct. '66

Feb. '6d

April '68
Sept. 168
Aug. '68
Aug. '68
Aug. '68
Aug. 168
Nov. '68

Sept. '69
Sept. '69
Jan. "70

May '70
pug. "0
Nov. '71

Dec. "71

July '72

PROJECT
OTO8FTN

May '68
Feb. '68

Mar. '68

April '68
May '69
June "70

June "71

Mar. '69
June '70

Mar. '70

June '70

Jan.'70
June "71

May '71
April 72
June '7T1

April '72
April 'T1
June 173
Jan. '73
June 773

FIRST MONTH
PHYSICS INTERV
April 'e8
April '68
June '68

Aug. '68
Nov. '69
June "770

June '71

Mar. '69Q
April 'T1
Mar. '70

June '70

June '70

June 'T1

May '71
April '73
continuing
March '73
April 'T71
July 'Th
June 173
continuing

35
35
3h
36
38
29
30

-?

33
20

23
23
9%
21

11h;

3
9

33
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MINUTES

HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS ADVISORY PANEL

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
Berkeley, California

April 2-3, 1973

The agenda for this meeting is attached (p. Al-2).

Participants:
HEPAP

V.F. Weisskopf, Chairman
D.B. Cline
JW. Cronin
T.H., Fields
L.J. Laslett,
F.E, Low
R.R. Rau
B. Richter
J.L. Rosen
J.R. Sanford (Apr. 3)
G.F. Tape
W.A. Wenzel
W.D. Wales, Exec, Secy.

NSF
A, Abashian, Program Dir, for

Elementary Particle
Physics

AEC
J.M. Teem, Director, Div. of Phys. Res.
W.A, Wallenmeyer, Asst. Dir. for HEP,

Div. of Phys. Res.

LBL Presentation

The agenda for the LBL presentation is attached (p. A3). This

presentation was made in the Building 50 Auditorium, and was

attended by approximately sixty of the Laboratory staff in addition

to the members of the Panel. W.A, Wenzel introduced the Berkeley

presentation by pointing out that not only was the HEP budget at

LBL being reduced in FY 1974, but that the MEP budget was being

 TEE RN MER Samatger



cut

cut to less than half its FY 1973 level. This latter/will

reduce the support staff necessary for all (MEP and HEP) particle

physics work. The Laboratory plans to run the- 184" synchrocyclotron

in spite of these cuts,

G.F. Chew reported on the activity of the LBL theory group. The

group, which has a budget of $670K annually, consists of four

accelerator theorists, seven particle theorists (of whom six are

on the UC-Berkeley faculty), three LBL post-docs, and four

UC-Berkeley post-docs. These post-doc figures will be reduced

to two and two next year,

Current work is being done on dual resonance models, multi-peripheral

and eikonal models, weak and electromagnetic currents, strong

interaction phenomenology, s-matrix theory and unified gauge

models. Chew outlined the theoretical interest in high energy

heavy ion experiments, Since many aspects of particle theory
| SIA

treat the elementary particles themselves as composite, these

concepts should be relevant for baryon numbers- greater than 1.

Chew felt that the study of heavy ion interactions would increase

our understanding of the basic strong interaction. Heawy—iens

PLO ide additions axXne 1riments Ba Ie TE FS —whireB—shoULd 100) asa

gurunderstanding., “Atses—sinee—simplicityWaybemoreOBVIOUS”
= om————

wh ogether, the hi evel density in nuclei

maybe ofgreat-help,



G.H, Trilling outlined the LBL high energy experimental efforts,

The funding is split between Bevatron work ($2M), SLAC work ($3M),

and work at NAL and elsewhere ($1M). The LBL Program at SLAC has

been concentrated, until the past year, on work with the 82"

chamber. This work has involved large exposures with the chamber

and has resulted in high statistics studies of many strong interaction

processes, Recent analyses have been made of Ky scattering,

Nm decay of resonances, and pp elastic and inelastic scattering.

The interests of the LBL have recently shifted from the 82" chamber

to other facilities at SLAC, The group is now working on experi-

ments with the 40" triggered chamber, the streamer chamber, and with

SPEAR, They do not, at present, have any further plans for use

of the 82" chamber.

0. €hamberlain reviewed the IBL work at NAL, There are several

collaborative experiments in various stages of preparation. A

search for magnetic monopoles (NAL #3) will begin in the beam dump

of Proton West in late summer. An external muon identifier

(NAL #155) is being developed for use in the 15' bubble chamber

during neutrino exposures, The first units of this device will

be shipped shortly. The beam for a charge exchange experiment

(NAL #111) is now being tuned. This experiment, which will run

in the summer, will measure the 0° cross sections for Tp = m°n

and Tp - ni and will test the predictions of Regge theory at

high energies, The set up of an experiment (NAL #61) to measure



polarization in pp, 7 Ps and Tp elastic scattering should begin

by summer, A study of ; p at 200 GeV (NAL #137) in the 30"

bubble chamber is underway. Preliminary results indicate that

the total cross section is the same as at 60 GeV and that the charged

multiplicity distributions are the same as those found in pp

collisions,

H.M, Steiner reviewed the Program at the Bevatron. Recent experi-
. = - 0

ments include 5 p -» neutrals, P ~ 0 to look carefully for

an explanation of discrepancies in the phase shift analyses, an

n' decay measurement in a streamer chamber, and a study of

larizationinKy,°.Th h for KO. = dataisbeipolarization in Ky . e search for K L = HH ata is being

reanalyzed. . A search is being made for evidence of neutral currents
. + + - + - : .

in K' = qq yy and yy \nyy. The lambda beta decay experiment has

accumulated one thousand events. HEP experiments with heavy ions

have included heavy ion fragmentation (of C, N, 0) and particle

production from p, d, and &amp;. The high energy negative pion yield

in the latter appears anomalously high, but may be due to effects

from fermi motion.

Scheduled experiments include a study of RK - o 3 5 a study

of neutral bosons (esp. 4°) in the streamer chamber, a study of

ap = N, an investigation using nuclear energy levels to study

particle interactions, pd and px elastic scattering, continuation

of the heavy ion experiments, work with the tagged neutron (from

deuteron stripping) beam, and studies of hyper-nuclei, The work



with heavy ions will include an investigation of high energy interaction

mechanisms, high energy nuclear physics, searches for exotic

nuclei and hyperfragments, experiments of specific interest to

cosmic ray and space physics, particle production, biophysics and

other studies.

The instrumentation efforts at the Bevatron have developed large,

high resolution Ge detectors, are working on €amac systems,

multi-wire proportional chambers (with the Fairchild chip developed

for the purpose as a result of a national cooperative effort),

liquid chambers, fast electronics (300 MHz with MECL III),

and polarized targets.

AH, Rosenfeld reviewed the activities of the particle data group,

The effort on "particle properties" includes six from LBL, three

from CERN, and three from elsewhere. The group is preparing

a compilation of "documents and data," "Documents" will be a list

of approved experiments (LBL 91) secured with the cooperation

of the scheduling committee secretaries. 'Data'" will be a list

of preprints and publications (LBL 90), LBL 50 will try to summarize,

in some uniform format, the data available on tapes and reports,

The group had also prepared a preliminary survey of publication

statistics (UCID 3599) which compared publication rates at different

laboratories, The concensus of HEPAP was that this latter, especially

In view of the elasticity of publicationywas not a particularly

productive enterprise, It will probably not be pursued.

rTWXPRETVimtu



H.A. Grunder reported on the status of accelerator and facilities

at the Bevatron. The new 50 MeV injector from BNL, now being

installed and tested, should give more intensity. The Bevatron

now has a 25% duty cycle with intensity modulations of less than

3/1 in the spill. The deuteron beam can be used to provide a

tagged (Ap/p ~ 0.7%) or untagged (Ap/p ~ 3%) neutron beam of

momentum up to 3 GeVg, The 500 MeV/c stopping K beam is capable

of providing 10° K'/3 X 1012 protons. The streamer chamber facility

has one experiment completed, one in progress, and about three

more being planned. The heavy ion intensity at present is 1012 d/pulse,

101° &amp;/puise, and much lower intensities for heavier species.The
Bevalac will permit beams of 1010 nuclei /pulse through neon,

5 x 10% argon/pulse, and 10° iron/pulse. Grunder believes that

polarized beams of protons and deuterons, as well as useful

beam microstructure (bursts of less than 10ms) could be readily

accomplished.

TIT. Elioff outlined the goals and status of the PEP study, He

divided his discussion into PEP proper, superconductivity, and a

mini-project. PEP would permit a look in the energy region where

weak interactions are presently expected to approach the strength

of electromagnetic interactions. The device will provide 100 GeV

in the C,M. for ep interactions and 30 GeV in the CM. for ete”

2 :interactions with a luminosity of 10°2 fostu0a. Elioff pointed

out that the margin of error in colliding beam devices is small - a



luminosity of less than 10°! would not be useful. The work on PEP

in the past year has concentrated on developing the accelerator

lattice structure, studying the R.F. system and beam-beam interactions,

and continuing superconductivity effort. The PEP device, as now

conceived, would use conventional magnets for the electrons and

positrons, since the magnetic fields are very low, and super-

conducting magnets for the protons.

The superconductivity work at the Laboratory has been divided between

pulsed magnets for a synchrotron and D.C. magnets for beam lines.

A one meter D.C. dipole and an eight-inch bore D.C. quadrupole

are now in operation on the Bevatron experimental floor.

A number of pulsed dipoles have been constructed with wire

containing 104 filaments. One cycle/sec at 35kG has been achieved

in a model 3" diameter and 16" long. Effort is now being placed

on achieving field uniformity and maintaining such uniformity

from magnet to magnet. Two "identical" dipolessnow being completed,

will be used to test the uniformity of fabrication techniques.

Since PEP is not likely to be funded in the immediate future, a

"mini-project,' which would both servé’a way-station on which

to focus effort and result in a useful device for physics, is being

studied. The device being considered is a small (4 GeV) super-

conducting ring which would be constructed in the Bevatron experimental

area. This ring would provide a real test of the application of
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superconducting technology to a synchrotron, and permit storage

ring tests, In addition, primarily because of the much better

vacuum system (compared to the Bevatron) much heavier ions could

be accelerated to high energies (uranium to 300 MeV/nucleon),

Thus the device would nicely complement the super-Hilac and the

Bevalac. The costs of this "mini-project'" are estimated to be on

the order of $3 million.

D. Keefe reviewed the status of IBL work on ERA. The ERA originally

seemed the most promising of the collective acceleration effects.

A great deal of understanding has been acquired to date. However,

present theory indicates that the gain for protons would be limited

to less than 80MV/meter. This would provide large compaction

factors for linear accelerators, but appears to offer no advantages

for super-high energies,

L.T. Kerth outlined the LBL computer situation. The Laboratory,

as recommended by HEPAP, hasset up regional HEP computer service

with non-lab types on advisory committees. The present computer

complement, after releasing one 6600 to NAL, is a 6600, a 6200,

a 7600, and interfaces. The use(last year) was divided between

LBL (total of 43%, of which physics accounted for 30%) and non-LBL

(total 57%, including 8% for HEP and AEC and 457 for other

federal agencies), The operating costs of the facility are supported

by recharge to users, At present, the 7600 is running at 60-70%

saturation, Improvements in hardware are being made to overcome



the present bind in I/0 capability, which is 90% saturated. Users

Erom inside and outside the Laboratory are now treated uniformly,

provided federal funding is involved. The current rates are about

$800/CPU hour on the 7600, The 7600 is about four times as fast

as the 6600 for the LBL job mix,

Discussion of LBL Presentation

The Panel discussed the statistical survey of publications which had

been presented, It was the concensus that the dissemination of

grossly oversimplified research indices, such as cost/publication,

could very easily lead to misinterpretation. Although there was

some recognition that some measure of research might be useful,

no measurement which might be appropriate was suggested.

Some Panel members voiced concern about the future prospects for ERA

research, Although it appears that the research might lead to very

effective devices for accelerating heavy ions to intermediate

energies, the fact that it is no longer of prospective use for high

energy physics makes its financial support from HEP funds questionable,

especially when funds in this field are being severely stretched

to cover an expanding energy range. On the other hand, it was

pointed out that accelerator technology has traditionally been done

in high energy physics, and that research on projects like ERA

contributed heavily to the "spin-off" which is often used to help

justify work in this field. Concern was voiced that HEP budget
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restrictions might force LBL to cut off ERA research before it was

possible to demonstrate the utility of the device to scientists

in other fields which might eventually provide funding. It does

not appear that this problem can be resolved by a committee such

as HEPAP which is concerned solely with high energy physics.

The discussion of the overall program at the Bevatron floumiwyed

oqthe same sort—ef-problem asdid Che ERA disecussten . The seven
is moving into an inter-disciplinary area, where running with the

Bevalac for nuclear physics and biological research is expected

to displace a part of the particle physics work which formerly

trelusivel occupied the accelerator time, ‘The Panel recognizedPre let tle cerl Be—brete T aethatOtheir competence did not extend to these new areas, However
—e— - TT —

concern was voiced that HEP funds were being stretched to include

some fraction of this work.

5nS

J1 ey(BAfr
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The Panel was quite concerned about the future of high energy physics

at the Bevatron, speciallysince so lage A fraction of the LBL
research staff which formerly used the Bevatron has now shifted

to experimental work at o her accelerators. The wee

Poa LE EL, fle dren A [FLthe LBL p&amp;Tity,, w LE 8-8 tiststo work—whexevertheyare— wrpaed lL etl— oA leBs . wt
inclined ,—and the—muchmre-restrictive—petivy onoutsitde—research
by_in-housephysicistsat-ether—taboratort@s,—was—netedbythePanel.

~~——

Experiment al Facilities Survey

The concensus was that corrected copies of the beam and facilities

survey which R.R. Rau had presented at the previous HEPAP meeting
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should be given broad distribution, and should be updated once a

year, Rau agreed to have R,H. Phillips sent out table #1 (summary

of funded beams), We will try to encourage the particle data group

to take up this task on a continuing basis,

SLAC 82" Bubble Chamber

The Panel discussed the SLAC proposal to shut down the 82" chamber

by next January, There does not seem to be a strong future program

developing from the present users of this device. The users of

the BNL 80" chamber are not pushing hard for more conventional

pictures, but are enthusiastic about the prospects for a track=-

sensitive target, for which the SLAC chamber is unsuited. It was

also pointed out that the 3" wall of the 82" chamber makes it

unsuitable for use in a hybrid mode. (The SIAC 40" and 15" chambers

which are more versatile in this respect, are [large demand and will

continue in operation), It appears that the high analysis costs

of bare chamber pictures has effectively dried up the demand

originally projected for multi-million picture experiments. The

Panel decided that the SLAC proposal was quite reasonable in the
| the. chamber

circumstances and that, assuming no major change in demand, #&amp; should

be phased out.

Foreign High Energy Physics

W.A. Wallenmeyer showed a graph of funding in U.S. and Western Europe

over the past decade (p. A4), The Panel commented on the ominous

implications of the diveree of the two curves. Some members
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"su gested that the shortage of funding made it imperative to ondgn-
/ J P -

trate available rest ces at [the righ shfrsyfiaborarories. he/ J / ad Ce

daagiog effect “this\wou1d hive on divaraius users was foted.
There appeared to be general agreement that some colliding beam

project such as ISABELLE or PEP must be built if the U.S. program

is to remain competitive, , VF, ,Weisskopf closed this discussion

nN 05. sbetl CA Hyop, by noting that”Europe isnot fakin —ove&amp; in high energy physics,
To feats VT foes or TAS oe,

He suggested that the. European-curve—-is-behind t he Up y-curve 3Ft es
and--that if we give up work in this field, they wit pes sustain

- 3 ir. ia -

Sh tCit, He stated that the i of high energy physics in the world

F

depends on U.S. choices, and that the field will die if we do not

keep up our effort,

NAL Review

J.R. Sanford presented a review of the current status of NAL. He

reported that March has been the best month of operation thus far.

There has been steady work at 300 GeV, with an average intensity

of about 1.5x10%70. The beam may now be used simultaneously

in all four areas, C-0 will be kept in operation indefinitely -

investments are now being made in more extensive facilities there,

There have beenaseries of runs to 300 GeV with the H, jet target.

It is planned to go to 400 GeV on the target and also to use D,

in it, The laboratory is expecting they will be offered an

opportunity to buy this target from the Soviets.
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The losses in the splitting stations (electrostatic plane and

{ambertson magnets) are now at the 1% level. Typical splitting

operation might be 107% for Proton Laboratory, 10% for Meson

Laboratory, and 80% for Neutrino Laboratory. Two targets are used

in the Proton Laboratory, while one each is used in the Meson and

Neutrino Laboratories. The laboratory is now learning the

flexibility of the splitting modes. The power level, with all

areas operating, has been kept below 50MW.

Accelerator studies during the month concentrated on improving

transmission in the main ring. The loss in the main ring has been

as low as 10%, but is often much higher. The aperture appears

to be about 1%" x 15" instead of 1%" x 3" as expected. Slow

extraction is about 85% efficient, while fast extraction efficiency

is between 957% and 100%. The ripple (720 Hz and 60 Hz) in the

quad. regulator supplies makes the duty factor during flat top

about ten percent. The favored solution, bucking supplies, has

resulted in an improvement from the original one percent duty

Factor.

Work is continuing on the linac and booster. The booster aperture,

which is restricted to 2-3cm instead of the 10cm expected, is being

investigated. Component reliability is still a problem. A recent

source of trouble has been fractures in the R.F. cavity insulators.

This appears to be caused by alumina of lower purity than expected

new insulators have been ordered. Magnets are continuing to fail



at the rate of greater than one per week, but they are not a major

source of downtime. Although most of the failures have occurred

with older magnets, two or three of the "super magnets have failed.

These failures appeared to be due to leaks at joints.

The plan for the immediate future is to go to 400 GeV, and do fast

extraction while running C-0, 1A, and the 30" bubble chamber.

Since the previous experience with this level totals ten hours,

some problems might be expected. It is also possible that the

higher transients will cause difficulty with the power company,

which has agreed only to operation a 300 Gev, In addition,

during the summer there may be trouble with total power level and

with cooling.

The neutrino area runs consistently with the 30" chamber and

neutrino and muon beams, The muon flux (per proton) is low by

a factor of five. This problem, due to lack of understanding

of beam optics, is being worked on and improvement is in sight,

Three target loads will be possible:

1. Dichromatic - muon and #21 (now)

2, Horm - 15' and #1A, but not muons (by summer)

3. Bare target

The by-pass is now used to feed beam to the 30" bubble chamber.

The Proton Laboratory has had beam to two branches. Proton East

has a spot size of 2mm. Larger aperture quads are needed, since
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halo could cause problems with transmission experiments. Proton

Center has a similar spot, The beam dump works satisfactorily.

Proton West is several months behind the other two branches,

Experiment #100 is being installed in Proton East, and should run

in a few months. A lepton search (#87A) is being installed in

Proton Center. The R.F. structure is very sharp (lns on, 20 otf)

and will be used to do a time.of-flight search for massive particles

(#187) made on a target in the switch yard. The Proton Laboratory

was designed for 500 GeV, the Neutrino Laboratory, designed for

400 GeV, could probably be hardened for 500 GeV, and the Meson

Laboratory has been hardened to 300 GeV.

The Chicago cyclotron magnet (for #98) has been powered. The metal

piston for the 15' chamber is nearly done, while a fiberglass
: who

piston is being fabricated. Sanford reported that R. Huson, had

gone to the BEPS cooldown, and was optimistic about the prospects

for the NAL chamber.

The useful experimental time is now averaging 50-60 hours/ week.

The experimental backlog, assuming 2 x 1045/0 and 50% operation,

is about three to four years. Less than ten percent of the approved

experiments would be in difficulty (neutrinoandmuonexperiments

particularly) if beam intensity remained at its present level.

As gears have changed from construction to operations, the laboratory

sections have begun to operate smoothly. The present section heads



Meson - R. Lundy

Neutrino - R, Orr

Proton-=J, Peoples

Three main problems at present are extraction and duty cycle,

reliability, and manpower to turn the corner on operating problems,

In response to questions on the energy doubler, Sanford pointed

out that 1000 GeV could be used easily inside the ring and in the

proton area, and, possibly with some hardening, in the neutrino

area, The doubler may become very vital to the laboratory's:

operation if power problems become severe. The present doubler

effort consists of about a half dozen people who are now building

a few test dipoles, The entire prototype effort is limited to

$1.5 million in construction funds. There is also some effort

being made to install superconducting bending magnets in the line

to the 15' chamber.

Discussion of NAL

D. Cline gave his views on NAL as seen from experimenters! eyes.

He pointed out that he had lived at NAL for two and one-half

years, and had gone through a depressing era. He felt that during

the time B, McDaniel was in charge of accelerator operation

a significant improvement was made. During the past six months

talented individuals have surfaced and have been given freer

rein. People are now getting things done. Their experiment (#1A)

now can get eight events/hour and can do good physics with existing
the

beam when horn is installed, He feels that stability is now



needed more than intensity. He stated that there have been

enormous changes in the past year and that the slope is definitely

1p

J. Cronin pointed out that the emerging experimental area physicists

are extremely good. The Proton Laboratory is running much better,

and his (#100) first exposure went extremely well,

J. Sanford reported that alhough the muon flux was now only a

few times 10° Jpulse, apf factor of ten improvement would come,

within 3-4 months, by improving the load and installing larger

aperture quads and dipoles. A second factor of ten, by increasing

the proton beam intensity, would come a bit at a time over a longer

period. He pointed out that more people were being hired, and

that they were beginning to have enough operating technicians.

These additions will still %etaw leave the laboratory below full

capacity, and it may be able to regularly operate only two external

laboratories resutesiy instead of three for a year or two. He

pointed out that staff transfers from Argonne had worked quite

successfully, but staff from more remote locations were not

easily induced to move.

A discussion of extraction difficulties indicated that the

adjustable lLambertsons had not resulted in as much improvement as

anticipated. However, the problem was not yet well enough under-

stood to permit a rational decision of what step should next be

take ix
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Ihe Panel expressed concern that NAL might not be in a good

position to meet the coming competition from the CERN SPS. They

indicated that reliabifity and intensity sheuwld—bepushed now J:
Sl ey. Ve was pointed out that the summer study

Enis:

L2

+4

and the summer program meeting might resolve some of the problems

(muon beam, length of Que) with which the Panel was concerned,

especially since the past year's operating experience will provide

a foundation on which a less academic overview can be based.

Le

o

It was also pointed out that money was available for improving

many problems, but, in many cases, designs were not yet available.

a

7 J

Several members of the Panel expressed the opinion that NAL had
| done.

been, and continued to be, dedas too much "on the cheap" to permit

it to do productive physics at a level justified by its scale.

They indicated that a change in style was necessary if the
F

d

laboratory were to remain competitive when CERN's SPS came into

operation.

Vanderbilt Conference

J.D. Jackson summarized the results presented at the Vanderbilt

Conference (p. AS5).

JEPAP Closed Sessions

TheK Panel discussed the shutdown exercises requested by the

Controller and the Office of Planning and Analysis, and the DPR's

proposed spring agency plan for the next five years. There was
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not a great deal of detailed response to the spring agency plan.

The discussion of the funding exercises centered on the future

 mw le of the Bevatron in high energy physics.

The selection of the next Chairman of the Panel was discussed

(Weisskopf is leaving at the end of the year), It was the concensus

that S. Drell would be an excellent choice,

Next Meeting

The date for the next meeting was set for June 18-19, 1973, It

now appears that this meeting will be at NAL,
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ENCLOSURE IV

THE SLAC COST INDEX

A History of Cost Escalation
at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

FY1969 - FY1973

In the compilation of these figures cost escalation was determined
separately for labor, for klystron and thyratron tubes, with the re-
nainder of the costs escalated according to the wholesale price indices
for representative commodities as of January of the respective fiscal
year. The SLAC cost indices are referenced ta FY1567; this is consis-
tent with the wholesale price index which currently equates the 1957
index to 100. i

The result of this effort is summarized in the attached table and thus
represents the actual cost escalation experienced at SLAC from FY1969
through FY1972 and an estimate for FY1973 which may be slightly on tha
conservative side.

The increase in the cost index can be considered generally significant
only if the mix of skill levels of the SLAC staff has remained reason-
ably constant. This is, in fact, the case: During the period coversd
-he composition of the SLAC staff has remained virtually unchanced.

(he major factor in SLAC cost escalation will be seen to be the unit
cost of labor. Examination of the detailed figures indicates that
roughly two thirds of the labor cost increase is due to direct salary
adjustments, while the balance is due to increased staff benefits.
during the period covered, labor costs rose from 407 ro 647, of total
broject expenditures.

Iwo bar charts are attached illustrating SLAC costs and new obligational
authority from FY'67 to FY'73, respectively. The charts are shown both
in dollars of constant (FY'73) purchasing power computed using the SLAC
Cost Index, and in dollars current to the fiscal vear tabulated.

 -

=
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5) Est.=!
FY1967 EYL068 FYL969 FY1970 Fv1orL  Ev1972Y/ vier

100.0 103.2 110.1 115.1 124.0 133.7 146.5

100.0 92.0 96.0 93.0 134.1 147.2 147.2
99.0 101.6 104.5 112.9 117.8 121.3 125.9

99.4 102.3 . 106.7 113.3 122.9 130.4 140.4

2.9 4.4 6.6 1.1 7.5 10.0

2.9 41 6.1 9.9 6 14 54

SLAC COST INDEX

Labor Cost Index

Klystron &amp; Thyratron Cost Index 2/

Other Materials &amp; Supplies Cost Index
: 3/

Composite SLAC Cost Index =

Change in Index From Previous Year

Percent Change From Previous Year

L/ These estimates are based upon known labor costs and January 1972 wholesale price indices extrapolated
at a conservative 3.8% to January 1973. Recent statistics indicate that the industrial commodities
index rose at .4 of 1% monthly from January through June 1972, after which increases diminished steadily
“hrough October 1972 when a seasonably adjusted decline of .1 of 1% was reported.

2/ I'his index is applicable to the 30 MW klystron which was first procured in 1967. The FY1973 entry
assumes replacement of failed klystron tubes with 30 MW tubes, not with the proposed 30/60 MW klystrons.

3/ The SLAC Cost Index is computed using the actual per unit cost for labor, klystron and thyratron
tubes and Bureau of Labor Statistics monthly wholesale price indices for selected other costs. The
slight variance of FY1967 indices from 100 is due to the use of the January index as representative
»f FY1967 as opposed to the calendar 1967 average as used by the wholesale price indices.

 ou
- This figure reflects the effects of the special salary administration program instituted at SLAC

during FY1972. Without this action FY1972 escalation would have been substantially higher.

5/ During FY1972 Labor costs were 59% of total, klystron and thyratron costs were 3% of total and other
materials and supplies were 38% of total.
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INTRODUCTION

“ This document provides the backup material used in developing

"Guidelines for High Energy Physics in the '70's." The question as to

cholce of starting value for FY '73 is discussed in Section B of the

Guidelines and the distribution in funding categories over three

alternative FY '73 levels is illustrated in Figure 1. It is concluded

in the Guidelines, partially on the basis of manpower analysis, that

the FY '73 starting value of $250 million must be a minimum program

for new obligations.

Next, Figures 3, Lk, and 5 of the Guidelines are repeated along

#ith tabulated data and legend for the tabulation entries, to explain

the $250-million-based program at all three alternative annual growth

rates of -5 percent, 0, and +5 percent respectively.

Then follow similar curves, data and legend for a lesser program

beginning with an FY '73 new obligation level of $221.5 million (equivalent

to the Fy 'T2 President's Budget escalated by 6 percent). ,

Next 1s a third set of similar curves, data, and legend for a

larger program beginning with — '73 new obligation level of $280

million. |

This is followed by background information on manpower determinations

for Figure 2 of the Guidelines.

Finally, a list of some source material is given.

 XHRHY - Cenapyay
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Some further amplification on various tabulation entries is as

Follows ®

i

&gt;

’

New construction obligations are blocked out to conform to

the projected total obligation schedule and the requirement

of a reasonably smooth variation in operating support. A

realistic schedule of obligations for construction would of

course generate some "bumps" in the curve of total obligations

for high energy physics.

Note that the availability of new facilities for physics

research will lag the charted Jul igation schedule for these

facilities by from one to three years.

Line 1 of the tabulations (User Support) is total university

aser support, with some smoothing. It has been made proportional

to the operating support of all the current laboratories. The

ratio is based on FY '70 operations. :

Line 2 of the tabulations (Brookhaven Operations) considers

the AGS's present undergoing of a major "conversion" program

to improve and extend its facilities. This has entailed

prolonged shutdowns for installation of new equipment. This

situation makes a quantitative assessment of recent accelerator

"utilization" essentially impossible.

Other comments and amplifications on line entries are given directly

in the "Tabulation Entries."
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TPABUTATION LEGEND FOR $250 MILLION-BASED PROGRAM

I'able
Entry

1

Base Assumptions

otal university user support,
proportional to operating support
of all laboratories.

BNL operations. FY 73 satisfactory a.
itilization. (BNL has been under-
going a major construction program to b.
improve and extend their facilities. C.
This has entailed an unusual influx
&gt;f construction money and prolonged
shutdowns. This past imbalance makes
quantitative assessment of accelerator
atilization and laboratory program
balance impossible within the scope of
this study.)

SLAC operations. FY T3 utilization
about 72%.

a. Considerations at -5%/year
Hb. Considerations at level funding
c. Considerations at +5%/year

Less than satisfactory utilization
after FY 73.
Satisfactory utilization.
Satisfactory utilization with
multiplicity of experiments.

a. 7% utilization.
b. 5% utilization.
ec. Program request level after FY 73

reaching 80% utilization in FY 75
and thereafter.

Increase operating funds to match
need of BNL (conversion program) and
SIAC (storage ring) to maintain -
accelerator utilization while increas-
ing breadth (multiplicity) of
experimental facility.

Reduce and eventually terminate
ANL high energy physics and ZGS
operations.

a. 40% level FY 74 and FY 75 and
terminate after FY 5.
50% level FY Th, FY 75, FY T6
and terminate after FY 76.
50% level in FY 75, FY 76, and
FY 77 and terminate after FY TT.

b.

Strengthen IRL high energy user
physics. Reduce and eventually
terminate Bevatron operations,
following ANL schedule but delayed
one year.



Total operation of BNL, SLAC, ANIL,
IRL, Determined in FY 73 by
subtracting equipment, construction,
and NAL requirements from budget.
Funds proportioned to the four
laboratories on the basis of AEC
program requests.

3

 O)

1

 2

13.

1h.

Total operation of CEA, Cornell
and HEPL. (Reduce operations and
sventually terminate CEA.)

NAL operations.

Total operating costs for
laboratories and all university
users.

NAL equipment.

All other equipment (except
large computers); same adjustments
as for NAL equipment only 10%
of program requests for Bevatron,
ANL and CEA during reduced
operations.

Total equipment.

Accelerator Improvement Projects
adjusted from AEC recommendations.
(Add essential buildings and
increment for SLAC energy increase
For FY 73 through FY 76.) No AIP
from two years prior to reduced
operations.

a. Further reduce CEA and terminate
after FY Th.
CEA remains at present reduced
level, terminate after FY Th.
Same as (b) but terminate after
FY Be.

a. AEC program requests, limited
to $40 M per year.
AEC program requests through
FY 76, laboratory requests in FY T7.
Laboratory 5-year requests.

a. AEC program requests less 10%
for FY 73, FY Th, FY 75; 20%
less FY 76 and FY 77.
AEC program requests, less 10%
through FY 76.
AEC program requests after FY 73.

a. AIP: AEC program requests less
20% for FY 73, T4, T5; thence
less 30%.
ATP: AEC program requests less
20%.
Same as (vb).

be

Ca



Ho

16

17.

18.

19.

20.

Complete NAL construction. FY T3
amount (new obligation authority)
is set to estimated costs for that
year. Balance of obligations to
complete are in FY Th.

SLAC energy upgrading via
recirculation.
Brookhaven improvements (cryogenic
accelerator or storage ring). $20.5 M
assumed from cryogenic accelerator
study. |

Major NAL improvements (storage
ring or energy upgrading). $100.0 M
assumed from NAL 100 GeV Storage
Ring Study. A very preliminary
figure.

Remainder for exploiting new
opportunities (further innovations,
additional NAL installations,
international accelerator, etc.)
OR, if shown as deficit, amount in
future years necessary to complete
projects under way.

Total budget (in fixed 1973
Jollars).

a. 5% decline per year.
5. Level funding.
C. 5% increase per year.



PROJECTIONS BASED UPON

$221 -MILIION-BASED PROGRAM
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TABULATION LEGEND FOR $221 MILLION-BASED PROGRAM

Table
Entry

1.

Base Assumptions

Total university user support,
proportional to operating support
of all laboratories.

BNL operations. FY 73 marginal
atilization. (BNL has been under-
zoing a major construction program to
improve and extend their facilities.
[his has entailed an unusual influx
of construction money and prolonged
shutdowns. This past imbalance makes
juantitative assessmentofaccelerator
utilization and laboratory program
balance impossible within the scope of
this study.)

SIAC operations. FY 73 utilization
about 57%. |

a. Considerations at 5%/year
b. Considerations at level funding
c. Considerations at +5% [year

Slightly improved operation
after FY 73.

pb. Same as (a).
2. Improved utilization after FY Tk.

a. Approach 70% utilization for FY 75.
b. Same as (a).
&gt;. Approach 5% utilization after

FY 75.

Increase operating funds to match
need of BNL (conversion program) and
SIAC (storage ring) to maintain
accelerator utilization while
increasing breadth (multiplicity)
of experimental facility.

-
-

Reduce and eventually terminate
ANL high energy physics and ZGS
operations.

Strengthen IRL high energy user
physics. Reduce and eventually
terminate Bevatron operations,
following ANIL schedule but delayed
sme year.

a. 50% level mid FY 73 and FY 75
 and terminate mid FY 75.

b. 50% level mid FY 73, FY Tk,
FY 75 and terminate mid FY 76.
Same as (b).



Total operation of BNL, SIAC, ANL,
[RL. Determined in FY 73 by
subtracting equipment, construction,
and NAL requirements from budget.
Funds proportioned to the four
laboratories on the basis of AEC
program requests.

~

9

0.

1.

1 3

13.

1h

Total operation of CEA, Cornell
and HEPL. (Reduce operations and
sventually terminate CEA.)

NAL operations.

Total operating costs for
laboratories and all university
users.

NAL equipment.

All other equipment (except
large computers); same adjustments
as for NAL equipment only 10%
of program requests for Bevatron,
ANL and CEA during reduced
operations.

Total equipment.

Accelerator Improvement Projects
adjusted from AEC recommendations.
(Add essential buildings and
increment for SIAC energy increase
for FY 73 through FY 76.) No AIP
“rom two years prior to reduced
&gt;perations.

a. Further reduce CEA and terminate
after FY Th.
CEA at reduced level, terminate
after FY Th.
Same as (b) but terminate after
FY DO.

a. Below AEC program requests.
b. Approach AEC program requests

in later years.
Below laboratory 5-year projection.

AEC recommendations less 20%
for FY 73, FY Th, FY 75; 30%
less FY 76 and FY 77.

b. AEC recommendations less 20%.
2. AEC recommendations less 20%

in FY 73; following years cut 10%.

ATP: AEC recommendations less
30% for FY 73, 74, 75; thence
less 40%. -

b. ATP: AEC recommendations less 30%.
c. Same as (b).



16.

17.

18

-0 &gt; ’

SIAC energy upgrading via
recirculation.

Brookhaven improvements (cryogenic
accelerator or storage ring). $20.5 M
assumed from cryogenic accelerator
study. |

Major NAL improvements (storage
ring or energy upgrading). $100.0 M
assumed from NAL 100 GeV Storage
Ring Study. A very preliminary
figure

Remainder for exploiting new
opportunities (further innovations,
additional NAL installations,
international accelerator, etc.).
OR, if shown as deficit, amount
necessary to complete projects
ander way.

Total budget (in fixed 1973
jollars).

a. 5% decline per year.
b. Level funding.
Ce 5% increase per year.
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$280-MILLION-BASED PROGRAM
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TABULATION LEGEND FOR $280 MILLION-BASED PROGRAM

Table
Entry

1

Base Assumptions
Total university user support,
proportional to operating support
of all laboratories.

BNL operations. FY 73 very
satisfactory utilization. (BNL
has been undergoing a major
construction program to improve
and extend their facilities. This
nas entailed an unusual influx of C.
construction money and prolonged
shutdowns. This past imbalance makes
juantitative assessment of accelerator
utilization and laboratory program
palance impossible within the scope
of this study.)

SIAC operations. FY 73 utilization
about 90%.

a. Considerations at -5%/year
b. Considerations at level funding
c. Considerationsat+5%/year

Qe Increase restriction of accelerator
utilization and experiments after
FY 73.
Very satisfactory utilization
and multiple experiments.
Jery satisfactory utilization
with maximum flexibility for
multiple experiments.

a. Declining utilization.
b. 90% utilization.
2. Approaching optimum utilization

and experimental flexibility.

Increase operating funds to match
need of BNI (conversion program) and
SIAC (storage ring) to maintain
accelerator utilization while
increasing breadth (multiplicity)
of experimental facility.

Reduce and eventually terminate
ANL high energy physics and ZGS
operations.

Se

De.

S]
TE

50% level FY Th and FY-75 and
terminate after FY 75.
50% level FY TL, FY 75, FY 16
and terminate after FY 76.
50% level in FY 75, FY 76, and
Y 77 and terminate after FY TT.

Strengthen LRL high energy user
physics. Reduce and eventually
terminate Bevatron operations,
Following ANL schedule but delayed
one vear.



Total operation of BNL, SLAC, ANL,
[RI.. Determined in FY 73 by
subtracting equipment, construction,
and NAL requirements from
budget. Funds proportioned to the
Pour laboratories on the basis of
AEC program requests for FV 3.

J

iO,

11.

12

3.

1h

rT

Total operation of CEA, Cornell
and HEPL. Funds of CEA in FY 73
for aggressive storage ring program.

NAL operations.

I'otal operating costs for
laboratories and all university
asers.

NATL equipment.

All other equipment (except
large computers); same adjustments
as for NAL equipment only 10%
of program requests for Bevatron,
ANI, and CEA during reduced operations.

Total equipment.

Accelerator Improvement Projects
adjusted from AEC recommendations.
(Add essential buildings and
increment for SLAC energy increase
For FY 73 through FY 76.) 50% AIP
two years prior to reduced operations;
“hereafter none. "

Complete NAL construction. FY 73
amount (new obligation authority)
is set to estimated costs for that
year. Balance of obligations to
~omplete are in FY Tk.

a. Reduce CEA and terminate after FY Tk.
b. CEA remains at FY 73 level,

terminate after FY Th.
Same as (b) but terminate after
FY ©.

a. AEC program requests, limited
to $40 M per year.
AEC program requests through FY T6,
laboratory requests in FY TT.
Laboratory 5-year projection.

a. AEC program requests less 10%.
b. AEC program requests, less 10%

in FY 73.
Laboratory request after FY 73.

a. AIP: AEC program requests less 10%.
0. AIP: AFC program requests.
~, Same as (b).



1s1.)e

16.

17«

8

I.

Complete NAL construction. FY 73
amount (new obligation authority)
Ls set to estimated costs for that
year. Balance of obligations to
complete are in FY Th.

SIAC energy upgrading via
recirculation.

Brookhaven improvements (cryogenic
accelerator or storage ring). $20.5 M
assumed from cryogenic accelerator
study.

Major NAL improvements (storage
~ing or energy upgrading). $100.0 M
assumed from NAL 100 GeV Storage
Ring Study. A very preliminary
figure.

Remainder for exploiting new
opportunities (further innovations,
additional NAL installations,
international accelerator, etc.)
OR, if shown as deficit, amount in
future years necessary to complete
projects under way.

Total budget (in fixed 1973
dollars).

Ae 5% decline per year.
b. Level funding.
&gt;. 5% increase per year.



MANPOWER PROJECTICNS

= The "headcount" tabulations and projections given in Figure 2

following) were arrived at as follows: |

Le

J

Figures given for FY 68 through FY 71 are actual headcounts.

Figure for FY 72 is based on laboratory assessments of personnel

cutbacks (reductions in force) under President's proposed budget.

Projection A represents further 3 percent reduction in force

if FY 73 funding remains the same as escalated FY 72 funding.

This was calculated on the assumption that one-third of the

vacancies created by attrition (normally 8 percent to 9 percent

per year) can be left unfilled.

Projection B represents a 600-man restoration in force if FY T3

funding totals $250 million. This figure is based on headcount

projections of various laboratori»s preparing Fy 73 budget

request submissions.

Curves1and 3 represent an increase or decrease, respectively,

of one man for each $25,000 change in funding level. This is

based on actual experience over the past five years.
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SOME SOURCE MATERIAL

AEC's "HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS PROJECTIONS, FY 1973-1977," dated 2/10/71.
These projections contain laboratory or field "requests" and the
"program requests" which latter constitutes the AEC staff projections.
These data have been updated where some recent information has
become available.

"Proton-Proton Colliding-Beam Storage Rings for the National
Accelerator Laboratory," Design Study, 1968, NAL, Batavia.

"Design Study of a Cold Magnet Synchrotron (CMS)," Brookhaven
National Laboratory, October, 1970.

"Brookhaven National Laboratory Summer Study on AGS Utilization,
1970," BNL 16000.

&gt;

5

"Feasibility Study for a Two-Mile Superconducting Accelerator,”
[Internal SIAC Document, Revised December, 1969.

"Recirculating SIAC with a Superconducting Section,” W. B. Herrmannsfeldt,
Vovember, 1970.

Proposal to NSF for an Extension of the Experimental Area, Cornell
Jniversity, 1970.

"High Energy Physics FY 72 Impact,” AEC, March 5, 1971.

"The Manpower Crisis in Physics," L. Grodzins, MIT, January, 1971.

10.” FY '73 Budget Projections, H. W. Koch, AIP, January, 1971.

AEC-HEPAP Correspondence. |

AEC-furnished cost and obligation schedules for NAL.

"Utilization and Operating Costs of High Energy Accelerators of
the AEC," General Accounting Office, 1970.

Accelerator utilization analysis by AEC staff from laboratory-
Furnished data.

"High Energy Physics Program: Report on National Policy and
Background Information," Joint CommitteeonAtomicEnergy, Feb. 1965,
and other JCAE documents.

12.



STANFORD UNIVERSITY

STANFORD LINEAR ACCELERATOR CENTER
Mail Address

SLAC, P. O..Box 4349
Stanford. California 94305

January 15, 1971

Mr. Caspar Weinberger
Deputy Director
Office of ManagementandBudget
Executive Office Building
Nashington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Weinberger:

First I would like to thank you for giving me time for a telephone
conversation during this hectic part of the budget cycle. I am con-
firming here the essence of the remarks I made during the call.

+. There is an enormous disparity between the actual funding
of high energy physics and the planning assumptions which were made
when those high energy laboratories now operating were created. In
1965 President Johnson submitted to the Congress on the request of the
Joint Committee for Atomic Energy a Guideline for Policy for High
Energy Physics. Actual funding for FY'71 adjusted to a fixed dollar
is below that guideline by more than a factor of two. Total operating
costs for high energy physics in fixed dollars have actually been de-
creasing substantially since 1966, while two large new laboratories
(SLAC and NAL) have reached or are reaching the operating state, and
a large construction project (BNL) is being completed which greatly
increased the research potential of the laboratory.

Z. As a result of this funding deficiency allexisting high
energy facilities in the United States are seriously under-utilized.
All high energy accelerator laboratories have large fixed costs. The
result is that any additional funding would buy a much more than pro-
portional amount in productivity. I am attaching a graph which illustrates
the situation by showing that at SLAC a given percentage increase in funding
would buy 2.3 times as much operating time of the accelerator and a
corresponding increase in research output. For budget reasons in FY'71
SLAC shuts down its operation for two months out of the year and beyond
that, one week out of every four is non-operative. If, as you indicated,
FY'72 funding in dollars will be lower by a small amount, then this fact,
combined with inflation, means that operations will decrease further. The
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SLAC situation is atypical only in that funding pressures never
permitted full operation; other laboratories are now similarly
under-utilized. A recent report in preparation by the General
Accounting Office documents these facts quantitatively for each
high energy accelerator.

3. The problem of under-funding of existing facilities became
critical during the budget process for the Fiscal Year 1971. As a
result it was reluctantly concluded that the logical economic response
should be to decrease the total number of laboratories; in consequence
it was decided to close the Princeton-Pennsylvania Accelerator, although
it was a highly productive installation at that time. This step was
taken in the full expectation that the funds freed by this shutdown
plus additional funds which might be available in the future would in-
crease the effectiveness of the remaining laboratories. A budgetary decrease
for FY'72, combined with inflation, now not only swallows the cost reduction
derived from the PPA shutdown, but goes considerably beyond that. As a
result the total cost-—effectiveness of the remaining laboratories is de-
creased even further.

4. U.S. funding contrasts sharply with the support of European
high energy physics. Western Europe operates a smaller number of accelera-
tors than does the United States but total funding is not only larger but
is rising at a substantially higher rate. Consequently the degree of
exploitation of corresponding European installations is much ereater.

5. The situation for FY'72 is aggravated further by the success
achieved by the National Accelerator Laboratory (NAL) at Chicago in ad-
vancing its expected completion date by almost one year beyond that
originally envisaged, and in expecting to do so at less than estimated
cost. Due to this earlier than expected turn-on date the pressure on the
scientific community to utilize this machine is advanced also; in consequence
the need for operating funds for the groups planning experimental use of
the facility has increased. Moreover, the operating cost of NAL itself is
increasing substantially in FY'72.

6. It seems to me that the scientific community should not be
penalized for its successes such as the early turn-on of the National
Accelerator machine. I should like to add that the high energy physics
community has an enviable record in constructing accelerators at the highest
energies on schedule and within projected budgets. Relative to other
technological undertakings supported by the Federal Government this fact
is truly exceptional, if you consider that design and construction of new
accelerators involve at least as much extrapolation into new technology as
is involved in space and military systems.
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/. High energy physics is justly proud of many new technological
developments it has achieved in the past, yet just such innovations are
being actively discouraged by the present funding pattern. Each labora-
tory finds that if it diverts a small fraction of its resources for innova-
tion it loses many times that amount in terms of current operating efficiency.
Moreover, capital equipment funds for high energy physics have been reduced
disproportionately in the budgeting process. It is these funds which not
only increase future research opportunities but these monies also are needed
for support of the ongoing research. Experiments in high energy physics
involve such massive installations that many of the costs inherent to the
normal experimental program are formally budgeted as capital equipment or
accelerator improvement funds.

8. It appears incongruous to decrease high energy physics funding in
the face of all these specific circumstances while, as you told me, other
basic research funding, in particular that in the NSF, is now takingan
apturn. Recent, extremely exciting results in high energy physics need
Further follow-up to achieve better understanding. Indications are that
these results have uncovered another layer of totally new phenomena whose
impact is not as yet understood.

I can add to these problems specific to high energy physics a remark
on the more common problem of employment: High energy physics has lost
already a substantial part of its manpower and the human impact of the
reduction in effort implied by the FY'72 pattern is particularly severe
since most of the high energy physics laboratories are located in areas which
are already impacted by the decrease in technological spending by the govern-
ment, For example, the unemployment rate in the county where most of the
employees of SLAC reside is 7.4%; the actual figure is probably higher and
the proportion of technically skilled people within this unemployment figure
is much higher yet.

I appreciate very much having had the opportunity of bringing these
problems to your attention and was heartened by your remarks. that you were
willing to entertain at least the possibility of supplementary funds in
FY'72 and remedial action for FY'73. I also appreciate that you are willing
to discuss these problems with me in person as time permits. I will be in
Washington during January 26 and 27, and again later on February 22 and possibly
February 16. I will try to arrange an appointment on one of these dates.

With many thanks and best personal regards.

~ 9

Wolfgang K. H. Panofsky
Director

i
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W. K. H. Panofsky and SLAC Staf"
February 1971

HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS AND THE FY'72 PRESIDENT'S REPORT

A Brief Outline of the Challenges and Problems

THE SCIENCE

High Energy Physics (the physics of elementary particles at
energies above 1 BeV) has become the frontier of elementary particle
research as it has evolved over the years. The field is far from
being exhausted; new results which modify profoundly man's view of
the most basic nature of the physical evidence continue to evolve.
lhe procession of discoveries in elementary particle physics which have
in a very real sense introduced new dimensions into physical thought
are briefly listed in Attachment I. There is no evidence that the
richness of the field in terms of basic discoveries is decreasing; yet
a real synthesis of these results in a unifying picture is still eluding
us. '

As the frontier of elementary particle physics moves to higher
energies, the relation of the earlier results to other sciences bares
itself; the elementary particle physics of yesterday is the basis of
nuclear structure physics of today. The relation of high energy physics
Eo processes in cosmic systems is now beginning to be recognized.

2. LONG RANGE PLANNING VS CURRENT FUNDING

There is an enormous disparity between the actual funding of high
energy physics and the planning assumptions which were made when those
high energy laboratories now operating were created. In 1965 President
Johnson submitted to the Congress on the request of the Joint Committee
for Atomic Energy a Guideline for Policy for High Energy Physics. Actual
funding for FY'72 adjusted to a fixed dollar is below that guideline by
wore than a factor of two. Total operating costs for high energy physics
in fixed dollars have actually been decreasing substantially since 1966.
This decrease has been occurring even while two large new laboratories
(SLAC and NAL) have reached or are reaching the operating state and while
a large new construction project (BNL) which will greatly increase the
research potential of the laboratory is being completed.

Meaningful planning with some degree of commitment is essential for
effective pursuit of high energy physics: The time interval between in-
ception of new experiments and final analysis of the data is generally
three years. Instrumental innovation, so essential in maintaining the vitality
of the field, precedes actual participation in the experimental program by
several vears.



UNDER-UTILIZATION OF FACILITIES

As a result of this funding deficiency all existing high energy
facilities in the United States are seriously under-utilized. High
energy accelerator laboratories have large fixed costs. The result
is that any additional funding would buy a much more than proportional
amount in productivity. Figure B in Attachment III in the Appendix
illustrates the situation by showing that at SLAC a given percentage
increase in funding would buy 2.3 times as much operating time of the
accelerator and a corresponding increase in research output. For budget
reasons in FY'71, SLAC shuts down its operation for two mouths out of
the year and, beyond that, one week out of every four is non-operative.
'f, as is indicated, FY'72 funding in dollars will be lower by a small
amount, then this fact, combined with inflation, means that operations will
decrease further.

Figure B in Attachment III documents how SLAC utilization has evolved
in time relative to full capacity. The SLAC situation is atypical only in
that funding pressures never permitted full operation; other laboratories
are now similarly under-utilized. A recent report in preparation bythe
General Accounting Office documents these facts quantitatively for each high
energy accelerator..

ACCELERATOR SHUT-DOWN

The problem of under-funding of existing facilities became critical
during the budget process for the Fiscal Year 1971. As a result it was
reluctantly concluded that the logical economic response should be to decrease
the total number of laboratories; in consequence it was decided to close the
Princeton-Pennsylvania Accelerator, although it was a highly productive in-
stallation at that time. This step was taken in the full expectation that
the funds freed by this shutdown plus additional funds which might be available
in the future would increase the effectiveness of the remaining laboratories.
fhe budgetary decrease for FY'72, combined with inflation, now not only swallows
he cost reduction derived from the PPA shutdown, but goes considerably beyond
that. As a result the total cost-effectiveness of the remaining laboratories
is decreased even further. The regular research program at CEA has been ter-
minated in order to make it possible to carry on the development of the highly
promising colliding beam "by-pass" facility. All other laboratories are
carrving a large backlog of highly competitive experiments.

5. COMPARISON WITH SUPPORT OF EUROPEAN FACILITIES

U.S. funding contrastssharply with the support of European high energy
physics. Western Europe operates a smaller number of accelerators than does
*he United States but. in contrast, total funding for their operation is not



only larger but is rising at a substantially higher rate. Consequently,
the degree of exploitation of corresponding European installations is
much greater. Attachment II documents this situation in some detail.
The European "300 GeV" accelerator, of cost comparable to that of NAL,
is expected to be authorized shortly.

The storage ring (colliding beam) technique, first exploited success-
fully in the U.S., had been taken over almost entirely by U.S. and USSR
laboratories until quite recently; the result is a highly unbalanced
situation described in Attachment II.

»
CY. SOVIET HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

[he Soviet high energy proton accelerator at Serpukhov is currently
the world's highest energy machine, soon to be surpassed by NAL. The
initial results from Serpukhov have been important contributions, Existing
technological developments involving storage rings are being carried out at
Novosibirsk. With these exceptions, generally speaking, most important
nigh energy physics results continue to originate in the West. No simple
budgetary comparison appears feasible.

There is excellent communication between Western and Soviet high
energy physicists which is borne out by the fact that many Western European
and some U.S. physicists are participating in the work at Serpukhov.

7. IMPACT OF AN EXPECTED EARLY TURN-ON OF THE NAL ACCELERATOR

The situation affecting the programs of the operating high energy
laboratories for FY'72 is @amplicated further by the success achieved by
the National Accelerator Laboratory (NAL) at Chicago in advancing its
expected completion date by almost one year beyond that originally envisaged,
and in expecting to do so at less than estimated cost. Due to this earlier
than expected turn-on date the pressure on the scientific community to utilize
this machine is advanced also; in consequence the need for operating funds
for the groups planning experimental use of the facility has increased.
Moreover, the operating cost of NAL itself is increasing substantially in
FY'72. It is clear that the early utilization of NAL offers a challenging
opportunity.

It seems to me that the scientific community should not be penalized
for its successes such as the early turn-on of the National Accelerator
machine. I should like to add that the high energy physics community has
an enviable record in constructing accelerators at the highest energies on
schedule and within projected budgets. Relative to other technological
undertakings supported by the Federal Government this fact is truly exceptional.
if vou consider that design and construction of new accelerators involve at



least as much extrapolation into new technology as is involved in
space and military systems.

DISCOURAGEMENT OFINNOVATION

High energy physics 1s justly proud of many new technological
developments it has achieved in the past, yet just such innovations
are being actively discouraged by the present funding pattern. Each
laboratory finds that if it diverts a small fraction of its resources
for innovation it loses many times that amount in terms of current
operating efficiency.

As documented in Attachment II, capital equipment funds for
high energy physics have been reduced disproportionately in the budgeting
process. It is these funds which not only increase future research
opportunities but which are also needed for support of the ongoing research.
Experiments in high energy physics involve such massive installations that
many of the costs inherent in the normal experimental program are formally
budgeted as capital equipment or accelerator improvements funds.

0 , RELATION TO OTHER RESEARCH FUNDING

It appears incongruous to decrease high energy physics funding in
the face of all these specific circumstances while other basic research
funding, in particular that in the NSF, is now taking an upturn. Recent
extremely exciting results in high energy physics need further follow-up
0 achieve better understanding. As discussed in Attachment I, indications
are that these results have uncovered another layer of totally new phenomena
vhose impact is not as yet understood, but which is expected to have far-
reaching importance.

LO. IMPACT ON SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL

I can add to these problems specific to high energy physics a remark
on the more common problem of employment: High energy physics has already
lost a substantial part of its manpower and the human impact of the reduction
In effort implied by the FY'72 pattern is particularly severe, since more of
che high energy physics laboratories are located in areas which are already
‘mpacted by the decrease in technological spending by the government. The
extent of the personnel losses is discussed in Attachment II; an alarming
feature is that a substantial fraction of the U.S.-trained Ph.D. physicists
have left the United States. Attachment III describes some of the extra-
ordinarv measures taken at SLAC to avoid excegsive lav-offs.

f kx ok % 0%

I recommend that, on the basis of the situation outlined,
supplementary funds for FY'72 be requested to relieve some of the
inequities and inefficiencies generated
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ATTACHMENT I. HIGHLIGHTS OF HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS RESEARCH

High energy physics aims to explore the nature of the physical
universe to the smallest possible dimensions. Man's knowledge about
our world is bounded on both the infinitesimal and the cosmic ends of
the scale. Research in both areas continues to provide new insights
and understanding of man's physical environment. Regularly, as both
knowledge and techniques advance, discoveries greatly change man's
view of his world.

The following table lists the most startling and profound observa-
tions and discoveries of high energy physicists over the past 25 years.

DISCOVERY EXPLORATION
Lamb shift: "'g-2" of the electron Limits of quantum

electro-dynamics¥*
Pion-nucleon interactions

Interactions of strange
particles
Electron scattering and
nucleon spectroscopy

Matter/Anti-matter
symmetry
Weak interactions

Whole hadron spectroscopy

Violation of parity conservation®
Hadron symmetries (SU3)* and
discovery of omega-minus (1964)
A second neutrino

Violation of CP conservation
Point structure within hadrons

1962

1964

1968

Search for new leptons

Search for T violation

Deep inelastic scattering
and e—et storage rings

*Work leading to Nobel Prizes.

A brief outline of the significance of each of these discoveries follows:

‘The development of the theory of quantum electrodynamics in 1946 opened
a whole new all-inclusive way of understanding electromagnetic interactions
[t predicted with uncanny accuracy the "Lamb shift" in atomic structure and
orovided an extremely precise quantification of the magnetic moment (''g-2")
of the electron.

The pion (pi-meson) had been predicted in the late 1930's to be the
"glue" holding the neutrons and protons together in the atomic nucleus.
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The discovery of the pion in 1947 led to hopes that the new and
strange ''strong force" (or "nuclear force") would soon be understood;
‘he properties of the new particles were rapidly explored.

Strange particles had indeed been observed in nature but just in
he form of unaccounted-for particles discovered in cosmic rays.

In the constant shower of cosmic rays, physicists had earlier dis-
covered the existence of unknown and bewildering "strange" elementary
particles. It was not until 1953 and the advent of the new generation of
accelerators, with energies high enough to produce the new particles under
controlled laboratory conditions, that the full extent of the "strangeness"
of these particles was realized. The strange particles were found to be
&gt;roduced copiously using high energy beams of the new accelerators, yet
their decays were of a weak nature. Since both production and decay seemed
to involve similar particles it was puzzling why they took place with such
drastically different strengths. What was eventually discovered was the
existence of a new conserved quantity in nature. This new quantum number,
'strangeness,' went far to explain the peculiar interactions of the strange
particlesinthe1950's. However, the full and rather deep implications
of the strangeness quantum number were yet to come 10 years later with the
discovery of SU(3) symmetry.

The new accelerators also probed smaller distances than had been explored
before. In probing the proton by various scattering experiments, physicists
found that the suspected point-like nature of the proton was not there;
instead, the proton was an extended structure with a definite size. This
result was first obtained by electron scattering experiments. In addition
excited levels of the proton, or proton resonances, were found. further
implying a compound structure.

When the Bevatron at the University of California became operational
in 1954, an opportunity to test the concept of anti-matter symmetry was
presented. The positron (anti-electron) had been discovered in cosmic
rays in the late 1930's, opening the possibility of the existence of a
complete anti-matter world, symmetric to the known particle spectrum.
With the higher energy available at the Bevatron, one could hope to produce
the first strongly interacting Fermian anti-particles seen in nature, anti-
protons. Indeed, anti-protons were so produced, and as time has progressed
nost other elementary anti-particles have been found.

In 1964 at the AGS, the anti-deuteron was produced, strongly indicating
he possibility of complete anti-particle symmetry through the elements.

In the mid-1950's the bubble chamber was invented, a device which proved
to be invaluable in examining in detail the production and decays of what
then amounted to 30 elementary particles. One such bubble chamber built in
1956 is still operating in the SLAC beam today. The bubble chamber was instru-
mental in precipitating, through measurements of unprecedented precision,
cerhaps the most profound discovery of the decade of the 50's, parity violation.
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In 1956 it was shown that parity, i.e., ‘right-left symmetry, was
violated in the weak interactions. This discovery was truly mcmentous
since physics from its inception had always assumed that nature could
not distinguish right-handed and left-handed systems. The incorporation
of this astounding fact into the framework of the weak interactions
led to the inclusion of the neutrino and muon in the fundamental equations
of particle physics in a beautifully symmetric fashion. These equations
vere then suggestive of more general forms ultimately leading to the in-
clusion of the weak interactions as essential reflections of the basic
structure of matter in symmetry schemes of recent times.

In 1962 an elaborate experiment proved that contrary to the previous
picture there was not just one neutrino in the world but indeed there were
two - adding to the list of leptons (electrons, muons, etc.) in the list
of elementary particles. This has led to extensive experimental searching
for yet further leptons - the question of the role of a multiplicity of
leptons in nature remains one of the great open problems in physics.

In 1964, approximately eight years after the discovery of parity
violation, another fundamental symmetry principle was found to be violated:
lime reversal invariance (or "CP conservation"). The forces driving
processes in the forward and backward direction in time were determined
not to be necessarily equal: An extremely weak violation was found, the
full implication of which has yet to be resolved. Physicists have gained
a great deal of insight through the investigation of such basic symmetry
principles, and will continue to test established laws to the limits of
obtainable precision.

As high energy physics entered the 1960's, the particle explosion
really began. New bubble chamber and counter techniques, and the invention
of spark chambers, permitted much more extensive and precise experiments
to be performed. It seemed that each new experiment discovered at least
ne new particle.

By 1965 over a hundred particles were claimed to exist; a new nuclear
physics had evolved. After considerable theoretical effort in the late
1950's and early 1960's, it was found in 1961 that a strong pattern was
evident in the particle spectrum than extant. This pattern took mathemati-
cal expression through group theoretical approaches. In particular, the
group (or symmetry) SB(3) had profound predictive power in describing not
only the particle spectrum, but particle interactions as well. One great
success of SU(3) was the prediction of the "omega-minus" meson, the first
strangeness—-3 object. This prediction was spectacularly verified in 1064

Another dramatic implication of SU(3) was the idea of "quarks"-new
ultra-basic elementary particles. With the quark concept many particle
oroperties were explained in a rather simple way. Indeed, the accuracy of
many calculations of particle properties is difficult to understand in light
of the simplicity of the models used. Basically, the idea is that all known
particles with strong interaction are composite objects, the constituents
being quarks.
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New experiments at SLAC involving the scattering of electrons
from protons at energies higher than ever before appear to have
uncovered another inner layer of matter. The additional available
energy (and intensity) have yielded new results implying the existence
bf elementary point-like constituents in the proton; these may or may
not be the quarks predicted from the SU(3) particle spectra. Experi-
nents done with storage ring facilities in Europe have obtained similar
results. More experiments are necessary to really prove or disprove
these ideas of a new layer of matter. These are presently under way
or will be in the near future at SIAC.

The beams of the National Accelerator Laboratory will provide an
excellent testing ground for these ideas. Indeed with the much higher
energy of NAL, one might actually be able to produce a "quark" in the
laboratory. The new storage rings in Europe and the U.S. will add a
totally new experimental approach to the field. Then an entire new
world in hich energy physics may open.

This brief historical outline amply documents that the rate of
truly profound discoveries in elementary particle physics has by no
means decreased — the field is still wide open. However the total
impact of these fundamental revelations on our thinking and under-
standing of the natural world cannot be evaluated until a more compre-
hensive synthesis of theoretical ideas emerges.



ATTACHMENT II

THE EFFECTS OF BUDGET TRENDS ON HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS IN THE UNITED STATES

Comparison of Present Trend with Prior Planning

On January 26, 1965, the President sent Congress a Report on National
Policy for High Energy Physics Program. ! In that report a program was
detailed that would maintain the leadership of the United States in
elementary particle physics. Figure 1 strikingly shows the implications
of past budgets and further reductions as departures from that program.
It is evident that national funding for high energy physics has fallen to
less than half of that projected by the 1965 policy planning.

The annual budgets proposed in 1965 are shown on the figure, escalated by
the Consumer Price Index over the intervening years. Shown on the same
figure are the dollars obligated by high energy physics for the intervening
years and the obligation levels contained in the President's Budget for
FY1972. The totals shown correspond to the entire program for federally
supported high energy physics in the United States.

The U. S. Atomic Energy Commission supports the greater part of this
program; the National Science Foundation is the next largest supporter,
and a small fraction of support came from the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration and the Department of Defense. For example, in the
#Y1970 budget, about $13.7 million was contributed from the National Science
Foundation and about $3 million was shared by the Office of Scientific
Research of the Air Force, the Office of Naval Research, and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. The contribution to high energy
physics of the latter three organizations for FY1971 and FY1972 is not
included, but is very small.

-*

FE

Some additional support (not indicated) comes from costs shared by the
universities, largely in the form of salary contributions, some computer
time, some equipment, some reduction in overhead, and the provision of
some facilities for their "user groups."

The Atomic Energy Commission is considered to be the "Executive Agent"
responsible for coordinating the nation's High Energy Physics Program.

1 . . . . .

Congress: Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, High Energy Physics Program:
Report on National Policy and Background Information, February, 1965, 89th
Congress, lst Session, Committee Print
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Comparison of European and U. S. Support of High Energy Physics

Until recently the United States has held a fairly clear position of world
leadership in elementary particle physics. The European community has been
working very actively in high energy physics at an increasing pace. The
nember countries have established an international laboratory of 3650 people
at Geneva, Switzerland, called CERN (European Organization for Nuclear
Research). In addition, there are several national laboratories and scores
of active user groups at the universities in the various countries.

Figure 2 compares the money spent in Europe in the last few years compared
ro that obligated by the United States. For a valid comparison, the National
Accelerator Laboratory with its 200 GeV accelerator under construction has
Seen listed separately; it is expected to cost about $250,000,000. This
laboratory corresponds to a 300 GeV accelerator which the European community
is expected to approve within the next few months. It will cost $267,000,000
‘at 1970 prices).

Table I attempts to compare the financial support available to the major
accelerator centers in the United States and Europe. It can clearly be
seen that for corresponding laboratories the United States facilities are
at a financial disadvantage by about a factor of two. The total monies
available to the United States, even with two additional major centers of
activity. is less than that for Europe.

Fable II illustrates the future relative positions of the United States
vis-a-vis Europe and Russia in Colliding Beam-Storage Ring Projects. This
area of research may represent the next frontier in the study of high
energy particles. The United States, during past years has continuously
been postponing or refusing proposals in this field; during the last years
wo efforts (CEA and SLAC) have gone forward at the expense of ongoing
projects.

In colliding beam facilities, two beams of high energy accelerator particles
collide head on, rather than having one beam striking a stationary target
(as is customary). In such facilities the following special features
accrue:

The energy available in the center of mass of the collision is very
nuch larger; as an example, the CERN intersecting storage ring (ISR)
which is now undergoing initial tests, will produce a reaction energy
which corresponds to an ordinary accelerator of 1800 GeV.

If electrons and positrons are used as the colliding particles, not
only is high center of mass energy obtained but in addition the reactions
are of a particularly simple nature because no strongly interacting
particles are present in the initial state; therefore, the reactions
are produced bv the closest equivalent to a source of "pure energy."

NOTE * The European numbers were hastily gathered from published sources. The
accounting systems in the various countries differ widely. There has
always been an active scientific interchange between the United States
and Western Europe. An attempt is under way by the U.S.A.E.C. Division
of Research and the CERN Planning Office to understand and relate the
Financial aspects of the high energy physics in the two parts of the
world. The attempt has been made to compare the total laboratory programs
including current construction.
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TABLE I

SUPPORT OF CORRESPONDING ACCELERATOR LABORATORIES (OPERATING ABOVE 3 GeV)
Millions of Dollars al

United States

AGS - Brookhaven (33 GeV) $ 26.9 PS, CERN - Geneva (28 GeV) $ 78.4 b/

CEA - Harvard/MIT (6 GeV) 2.9 DESY - Germany (6 GeV) 22.0 &amp;/
f

Bevatron - Berkeley (6 GeV) 26.7 3 Nimrod - United Kingdom (7 GeV) 17.2

cornell &amp;/ (10 GeV) 2” NINA - United Kingdom (4 GeV) 8.3

Total Corresponding Accelerator
Support 590 2 125.9

ZGS - Argonne (13 GeV) 19.0
SLAC - Stanford (22 GeV) 28.2 £/

Total Major Accelerator Support $106.4 $125.9

FOOTNOTES:

a/ This is the total support for the laboratories as can be ascertained. It includes
Operating, Capital Equipment, Accelerator Improvement Projects, and General Plant
Projects and computers for the U.S. Facilities. The European figures have been
hastily gathered from published sources. The U.S. figures represent support for
FY1971. The European figures represent support for calendar 1970 except for PS,
CERN which are for calendar 1971. European monetary units have been converted at
&gt;fficial rates.

b/ Includes several "line items" -- storage rings, the Serpukhov/Saclay collaboration,
Big European Bubble Chamber, etc.

c¢/ Includes $5,900.000 for storage ring construction.

d/ Includes one time cost of $8,700,000 for a large computer and $1,500,000 for ERA
development.

e/ Funded by National Science Foundation.

£/ Includes storage ring Spear.



TABLE II

COLLIDING BEAM - STORAGE RING PROJECTS

Location

U.S.A.

CEA, Cambridge
SLAC. Stanford

western Europe
Frascatti, Italy
Jrsay, France
Jrsay, France
JESY, Germany
CERN. Geneva

J.S.S.R.

Novosibirsk
Novosibirsk
Novosibirsk
Novosibirsk
Novosibirsk
{harkov

Beam Relative
Energy Luminos ity Status and Comments

Total Cost
(Millions $)

3.5 GeV 30.0
2.5 GeV 300.0

Scheduled operation: 1971 (Modification
Scheduled operation: 1972 S 5

1.5 GeV 1.0
0.55 GeV 0.05
1.5 GeV 500.0
3.5 GeV 3000.0

28.0 GeV 10.0

Operating
Operating
2roposed
Scheduled
Scheduled

)

2
10

completion: 1974 20
operation: 1971 _85

Total Europe $126

0.75 GeV
0.75 GeV
3.5 GeV

5-10 GeV
24.0 GeV
2-3 GeV

0.1
10.0
16.0

Operating
Scheduled completion: 1972
Scheduled operation: 1971
Proposed
Under construction
Under construction

©



Nationwide Loss of Personnel from High Energy Physics

The reduction in high energy physics support together with increased costs
will have a severe effect on the manpower of the national laboratories.
A preliminary survey by the Division of Research of the U.S.A.E.C. indicates
a reduction in personnel from FY1971 to FY1972 of some 863 people out of
inder 7000. These people will have to be separated from the laboratories
and associated University user groups. This is an especial hardship for
these people; the laboratories are generally located in areas of high
echnical activity and the current unemployment in these areas will make
reasonable industrial employment for these specialized individuals difficult.

A case in point is a recent involuntary separation list from the engineering
department of one of the major laboratories. It lists seventeen people;
they have an average age of 48 years and an average of eléven years
axperience in that particular laboratory.

Professor Grodzins of Massachusetts Institute of Technology is Chairman of
he Economic Concerns Committee for the American Physical Society. He is
conducting:aman-to-man survey to find out what is happening to the entire
physics Ph.D. population of the country. His survey learned that in 1970,
here were 1500 new Ph.D.'s looking for positions. He estimated that
here were about 1700 experienced physicists looking for positions. Of
his 3200 total, about 2000 found positions in the United States in physics
jobs. The 1200 remaining did not. Of this 1200, two-thirds were experienced
physicists and one-third were new Ph.D.'s. Half of these 1200 found work
outside the United States, one-fourth left physics all together, and one-
fourth remain unemployed.

Another survey has shown that, contrary to the case for all other Ph.D's,
federal research and development funding is the principal support of the
andeavors of physics Ph.D.'s.



Trends in AEC Equipment Obligations for High Energy Physics

Figure 3 graphically illustrates the problems of high energy physics with
respect to equipment. It shows the history of equipment obligations to
he large AEC high energy physics laboratories (excluding computer purchases).

[he money available for equipment for laboratories has decreased in spite
&gt;f two new major projects being approved: The National Accelerator
Laboratory, which must be equipped, and the SLAC Storage Ring, which is
&gt;eing built primarily as equipment.

Maintaining an experiment involves very complex apparatus, such as magnets
and separators; the evident stringency has at times restricted the number
&gt;f experiments that could be run simultaneously, cutting down on the
Incremental utilization of the accelerator. The equipment stringency has
1lso curtailed the efforts to improve the efficiency of existing equipment,
Further reducing laboratory utilization. The development of new experi-
nental devices has been curtailed; this inhibits future growth and utili-
zation and efficiency.

The equipment and accelerator improvement funds play a very different role
In high energy physics than they do in connection with lower energy ongoing
programs. The apparatus of high energy physics is so large that the process
of shifting from one experiment to the other as part of the regular ongoing
program requires re-installation and re-furbishing of major pieces of equip-
ment. By the current fiscal practices, a substantial part of this ongoing
expense ~ part of the regular experimental program - has to be charged to
capital equipment and to construction funds in the accelerator improvement
categories. Accordingly only a fraction of those funds budgeted for equip-
ment and accelerator improvements represent actual expansion of new oppor-
cunities. Therefore, the selective cutting of equipment and accelerator
improvement funds has had a disproportionately large effect on technical
innovation and the support of generally new experimental opportunities.
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ATTACHMENT III,

EFFECTS OF PROPOSED BUDGET REDUCTIONS ON SLAC IN PARTICULAR

Operating Funds, As shown in Figure A, the proposed budget for SLAC
for FY72 for the first time provides fewer dollars in operating funds.
More significantly, the effects of inflation have been reducing SLAC's
real buying power since 1969 with the largest decrease to occur in
FY72, Note that in the original Stanford proposal for SLAC, annual
operating budgets of between 15 and 20 million dollars were specified
for full operation after construction. Escalation since 1957 causes
the corresponding figures for the present to be 22 to 28 million
dollars.

3

1

Ww

A
LJ

Facility Utilization, As shown in Figure B, the amount of use of the
two-mile accelerator increased from FY68 to FY69 climbing towards
optimum utilization of 936 eight-hour shifts per year, Reduced funds
in FY/0 and FY71 reversed this trend, decreasing utilization. The
proposed FY72 budget will require even further under-utilization to
but 57%

Capital Equipment Acquisition. As shown in Figure C, the acquiring
of capital equipment for carrying out new research experiments has
been decreasing in magnitude since FY69., The proposed budget for
FY72 provides for less than $200,000 for capital equipment not related
to computer acquisition or storage ring construction, This compares
to a high of over $5,000,000 in FY67.

Personnel, In mid FY70, anticipation of reduced operating funds initiated
efforts to reduce staff, as shown in Figure D., Beginning in FY71,
staff was added to begin construction of the SPEAR storage ring. By
December of 1971, foreboding of budget cuts initiated another round of
staff reduction. Beginning in July 1971, SLAC will establish regular
periodic 4-day work weeks for the first half of FY72, Further attrition
during FY72 will be capitalized upon.

Program Losses, As is shown on Figure E, the levels of funding for
SLAC contained in the President's FY 1972 budget are $1.4 million less
than is contained in present financial plans for FY 1971, When an
estimated loss due to the influence of escalation of $1.4 million is
added to this figure, a total loss in buying power of $2,8 million will
be experienced in FY 1972 as compared to FY 1971, The impact upon
SLAC due to this loss in buying power as developed in the preliminary
planning for FY 1972 is severe. The level of accelerator shifts will
ce reduced by 5% from an FY 1971 level of 560 to an FY 1972 level of
approximately 530, Virtually all development programs which are not
directly related to approved experimental programs will be cancelled,
A very substantial reduction in SLAC's ability to analyze experimental
data will be experienced because a preliminary estimate for this activity
shows reduction of as much as 25%.

L Overall Budget Reduction Program. Announcement of cost-reduction programs
for FY72 was made in addresses to the staff on February 9, 1971. A copy
of that address concludes this attachment,
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Estimated Total Costs

Dollars in Thousands

Operating

Equipment:
Current Year Funds
Prior Year Carryover
Year-end Carryover

Subtotal

Accelerator Improvement Projects:
Current Year Funds
Prior Year Carryover
Year-end Carryover

Subtotal

General Plant Projects:
Current Year Funds
Prior Year Carryover
Year-end Carryover

Subtotal

Total Costs

Escalation @ 5%

Adjusted Total

FY1971

524,300

FY1972

$23,600

2,420
2,201

(950)
3.671

3,100
950

(150)
3.900

350
478

(200)
1.228

475
200

(150)
525

500
163
(50)
613

500
50

(100)
450

$28,475529,812

Change
S$ (700)

~ =

v4

(703)

(163)

(1,337)
(1,424)

5 (2,761)

FIGURE E



TALK TO SLAC STAFF ON FEBRUARY 9, 1971 - W. K. H. PANOFSKY

1 am talking to you today about SLAC's progress and problems of
last year and also to take a look into the future.

The last. year has been one of achievement in spite of worsening
budget problems. Excellent results have been obtained, both instrumentally
and scientifically. Let me review a few of these results.

The accelerator has reached new records - in energy, intensity and
power. The energy record now stands at 22.1 GeV, 107 above even the most
optimistic design goal; the intensity has now reached a peak of 82 milli-
amps, more than 1% times our initial maximum objective, and the average
power of the beam is an incredible 880 kilowatts. Such an intensity used
to be unimaginable in a high energy accelerator before SLAC entered the
scene. I'am showing you a 3-minute film sequence to give you some feeling
of realism of what such powers mean.

We have increased greatly the multiplicity of beam operations; at
times as many as six experiments are running simultaneously. This in turn
has made the problem of our operators and maintenance people extremely
complicated and I am grateful to all of them for having made this un-
precedented mode of operation possible. }

On the experimental equipment side there are also several records
to report: A recommendation was made by the AEC's High Energy Physics
Advisory Panel to concentrate hydrogen bubble chamber picture production
at those laboratories which could do so most efficiently, and SLAC as a
result has been carrying more than half of the total load of picture produc-—
tion. Although we would have liked to do more, we had set a target of
about 4} million pictures during the last year and this has been achieved.
In addition to setting an impressive record in terms of just plain production
the bubble chambers have also been used much more flexibly at SLAC than has
aver been possible in the past: We have been able to run bubble chambers
at record rates: For instance the 40" chamber has run 4 cycles per second
in regular production runs. In addition we have developed methods by which
oubble chambers are no longer as "blind" as they used to be: In the past
all bubble chamber pictures had to be taken at each expansion whether some-
thing worth seeing had occurred or not. Now we have combined electronic detectors
with bubble chamber operation so that a quick decision can be made after each
expansion whether the picture is worth taking or not. Therefore substantial
savings in film and in the subsequent data analysis accrue. As a result of
all these developments the entire high energy physics community now depends
heavily on SLAC for bubble chamber production; less than 20% of the pictures
taken here are actually analyzed at SLAC with the rest going all over the world.
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The spectrometer complex has evolved considerably during the
last year: The different spectrometers have been operated in con-
junction with one another and with other instruments so that a much larger
variety of experiments became possible. In addition we have re-
organized the spectrometer operations so that outside scientists can
use the facilities while our own physicists can go their own way with
independent experiments.

The streamer chamber has come into its own during the last year:
In a single mammoth exposure 2% million pictures were taken to study a
high energy reaction which has been investigated several times before at
other laboratories with results not being in agreement with one another.
Qur streamer chamber has the enormous advantage that this reaction can be
looked at without any bias: Whichever way the particles go, they are
detected. It is therefore hoped that the analysis of these pictures will
settle this long-standing discrepancy.

1970 has been the year in which combinations of large magnets and wire
spark chambers have seen intensive use and where it has been demonstrated
that these techniques, when carried out at SLAC, can be fully competitive
with the rest of the world. It had frequently been assumed previously that,
because of the short pulses of the SLAC accelerator, such techniques would
not be as productive here as elsewhere - this has been shown to be false;
we are expecting to build a more complete wire chamber magnet facility during
the next vear in addition to the ones now in use.

1970 has also been an exciting year from the point of view of the
scientific results themselves. The most profound experimental results have
been those from the inelastic scattering program carried out with the large
spectrometers in End Station A. It has become clearer and clearer that these
results cannot be interpreted unless one assumes that there is another layer
of matter even smaller than the proton itself. All theories which have been
developed to understand these results have one common feature: They assume
that there are point-like substructures - to use Dr. Drell's phrase, ''like
seeds in the jam" - in the matter which constitutes the proton. Understanding
on this point is far from complete; an enormous number of theoretical studies
nave been induced by these results and more refined experiments are in progress
at SLAC and elsewhere.

There has been great progress in studying the production mechanisms of
particles not normally occurring in nature using the high energy X-ray beams
which SLAC can produce in various ways. SLAC has the unique capability of
providing X-ray beams of many different characteristics - high energy, low
energy, in wide and narrow energy bands, polarized and not polarized. In a
paradoxical way during the last few years SLAC has done such a good job in
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covering this entire field that the data generated are so comprehensive
that relatively few gaps remain. The data are so good that in making
-heoretical comparison of these results with those obtained from proton
nachines, usually inadequacy of the proton data sets the limit on
interpretation.

During the second half of last year a new field of work was
opened up: A vertical shaft was drilled into the hill behind Beam
Dump A, which is where the beam from End Station A was caught. In
this hole the same detectors were placed which, over a decade ago, had
demonstrated at the Brookhaven National Laboratory that neutrinos, the
most penetrating particles which exist in nature, exist in more than one
form. The preliminary results from SLAC indicate that what is
seen is not compatible with known properties of these neutrinos, put it is
too early to tell whether something really new is in the works.

These impressive results have been achieved in spite of the fact
that budget pressures have forced us to reduce the number of shifts from
580 during the Fiscal Year 1969 to 561 during Fiscal Years 1970 and 1971,
and that we have been forced to reduce the staff by 42 during the last year.

As you may know, President Nixon's budget proposal for Fiscal
fear 1972 (July 1, 1971 through June 30, 1972) has been presented
to the Congress. The figures show that SLAC will be receiving less
noney to spend next year than we have had this year. We won't know
vhat Congress will do to the budget proposal until, perhaps, next
fall (after over one-third of the money has been spent!). But all
indications are that SLAC will without doubt have budget problems.

Not only is SLAC likely to have fewer dollars but in addition
these dollars will buy less because of inflation: Labor and materials
have cost more by 5% this year, and it is probable that the same
vill happen next year.

SLAC's funds received from the government are spent in two
ways: Money spent outside the laboratory for purchased goods and
services, and money spent inside Stanford to pay our staff. Any
reductions in either or both of these categories must be made keeping
in mind the purpose of SLAC's existence: We exist for the purpose of
designing, supporting and carrying out new experiments in elementary
particle physics and to develop interpretation and theories relating
to such work. Our financial support is affected by how much research
we do and how well we do it.
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During the budget squeezes of recent years we have continuously
decreased outside costs in order to protect the jobs of our own people
to the maximum extent possible. For the coming year we plan to continue
these efforts to reduce outside costs as much as we can. We are pre-
paring to counter inflation in materials and services costs by spending
no more dollars for purchases than we do now. In addition, we will
reduce the amount of work to be done next year at SLAC by reducing some
of our internal programs. We are also planning to decrease even further
the number of hours which the accelerator is operated in order to lower
operating costs.

However, the apparent magnitude of our coming budget problem is
such that we cannot continue to absorb it all by such techniques without
seriously affecting the quality of our work. This means that we must
also accept the unpleasant fact that we have to accomplish substantial
savings in our payroll next year: We must decrease our "in-house effort
by the equivalent of 100 people working for one year. How can we do this
and do the least harm to our staff, to our work and to SLAC's future?

The simple method, following common industrial practice, would
be to separate close to 100 people from the payroll. This we will
not do. Jobs, including those requiring technical skills, are
scarce on the Peninsula - unemployment is above 7%, which is much
higher than the national average. The quality of our work would
suffer. We could shut the laboratory down for enough weeks without
pay to balance the budget but we would thereby seriously diminish the
scope of our research program. We could decide to freeze all salary
Increases for an entire year, but this would be unfair to everyone in
this time of inflation, and we could not reward excellence of work.

After weighing all these factors we propose to put into effect
the following composite plan:

Partial Salary Increase Deferral: The normal salary
review will be carried out as usual. However, those
In higher pay brackets who are granted increases will
have the effective date of their increases delayed.
Staff Members, Senior Research Associates, Faculty and
Directors will begin to receive their increased salaries
six months after their regular effective dates. Staff
Associates will begin to receive their increased salaries
three months after their regular effective dates. Increases
for all other employees will not be deferred.
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Le Reduction in Force: The number of people on the SLAC
payroll will have to be reduced by approximately 40. It
is hoped that most of these will be taken care of by not
Filling jobs which become vacant by the departure of
people who leave of their own accord or by transfer to
other jobs at Stanford. Hence we hope that the number of
Involuntary separations will be very small indeed.

Shortened Work Weeks: Starting in July, one week of each
month will be a 4-day work week; the fifth day of that
week will not be a work day or a vacation day. Thus, every-
one of us will lose one day's pay each month. (Certain few
people in accelerator or research operations or in other
essential laboratory functions may be assigned different
shortened work weeks to accommodate fixed requirements.)
I note that several other organizations in the Bay Area
have adopted similar plans.

We are not certain how long we will continue the shortened work
week schedule - we estimate six months beginning in July 1971 (a loss
of six working days) - but the duration may be shorter or longer - but
no longer than the full year.

There is one specific matter which must-be considered and
which could affect how many months we must continue to have the
short work weeks. The way our accounting works, earned vacation
costs money to SLAC when it is not taken. As an employee accrues
vacation, money is held in reserve to pay the employee when he
takes the vacation later. If the employee does not take his vacation
the additional reserve set aside for his accumulated vacation cannot
be used to pay our staff currently. Therefore, if employees in
general take less than normal vacation we might have to extend the
shortened work week program through more months of the year. On the
dther hand, if people with a great deal of accrued vacation take more
vacation than normal, enough money may be saved that we could resume
normal 5-day weeks sooner. Note that the extra day off during the
week of only four work days cannot be charged to vacation. In order to
be able to plan ahead, we will be asking each employee to fill out a
form on which he can estimate the amount of vacation he believes he will
take next year. Knowledge of the total vacation our, employees anticipate
taking will help us to plan how long we will have to live with short
work weeks.
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The above combination of measures spreads the burden to some
extent over the entire staff. All of us will be "out of work" and
without pay for several days scattered over the year, and the higher
paid members of the staff will receive their raises late. I fervently
hope that you will agree with me that this is the best course to take
under the present conditions. I greatly welcome your comments and
reactions to this plan.

These measures will apply to the next fiscal year - July 1971
through June 1972. To eliminate the further need for such actions I
im committed to two steps: First, I will exert all possible effort to
secure increases In funding which I believe the success of your efforts
in having made this a highly productive laboratory deserves. Second,
unless increased funding is assured we will continue to leave voluntary
vacancies unfilled whenever we can so that the staff will continue to
shrink with the aim of achieving a match between the available funds and
the number of fully employed and fairly paid employees.

I am giving you this information to tell you what we are planning
to do as early as I possibly can. In spite of these difficult problems
the general outlook for SLAC looks extremely good, thanks mainly to the
excellent work you all have been doing. As you know, after a long
process of persuasion we have received authorization to proceed with
building the storage ring — SPEAR - and construction is well advanced.
despite the budget pressures mentioned we hope to keep SPEAR on schedule
so that initial beam tests can start by the spring of 1972 and physics
research with this new facility can start in the fall.

Going ahead with SPEAR, even in the face of these difficult times,
is part of the general policy of SLAC; we will continue to innovate
&gt;ur facilities even at the expense of full exploitation of what we have.
[here are many other improvement programs for the SLAC accelerator which
are under study and some of them will turn into reality not too far from
aow. Specifically, the program of accelerator energy increase to be
achieved by gradually replacing the existing klystrons with higher energy
nodels is now in progress; we therefore can expect a continuing series of
anergy records for electron beams.
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SLAC's main feature continues to be its uniqueness in the
world of high energy physics. Although the 200-500 GeV proton
accelerator near Chicago is expected to look for its first beam
this year, SLAC will continue to be the world's highest energy
electron accelerator in the forseeable future. All long range
plans of high energy physics which have been developed in studies
poth within and without the U. S. Government contain the National
Accelerator Laboratory and SLAC as the backbone of the program.
[he future, therefore, looks good.



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

February 10, 1971

Dr. Wolfgang K. H. Panofsky
Director
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
P. O. Box 4349
Stanford, California 94305

Dear Dr. Panofsky:

Thank you very much for your thoughtful letter of
January 15. I enjoyed our conversation on the
telephone and am impressed that you took the trouble
to detail the substance of your views so carefully
in writing.

Many of the points you make are clearly correct,
and they are the subject of concern in the Govern-
ment and in OMB. Particularly, we are concerned
about the under-utilizationoffacilitieswhich |
were built, principally by the Government, at great
expense and whose maintenance costs even when not
used are substantial. We are also aware of recent
discoveries of possibly great importance in the
field of high energy physics--made, as IT understand
it, at the Stanford Center--which it is especially
Jesirable to pursue as quickly as possible. These,
and the other points you make, are obviously impor-
tant, and they suggest that more money could be
well spent on high energy physics research.

But this is true of many areas--in basic scientific
research and also in dealing with social problems,
such as law enforcement and housing, with education,
7ith health care, and with the environment. All
these needs are competing together for Government
Funds along with many others. Spending more on
high energy physics necessarily means spending less
on something else, and the money could be "well
spent” in both areas.
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Because we consider high energy physics a most
important area of research, we have tried to continue
a high level of support for it, even in the face of
greatly increased demands for spending on social
programs as well as many well-documented complaints
about the comparative level of support for research
in other basic sciences. Total Government support
for high energy physics research continues at a level
of approximately $200 million, and although the AEC
share of this may have decreased I expect that NSF
will pick up more than enough projects to compensate
for this out of the generous increase in its research
funds. Further, the government makes substantial
indirect contributions to high energy physics research
through programs supporting universities where the
research is done, through aid to students, through
tax incentives which encourage contributions to
aniversities by private citizens, and in numerous
other ways. I am sure you will agree that it comes
out to a great deal of money, though perhaps not as
much as you would like--or as I would like, if there
were fewer other pressing needs competing for funds.

Taken altogether, I think that high energy physicists
should be able to carry on a substantial amount of
research with the funds proposed in the budget for
this year. In view of competing demand for Government
funds, $200 million seems a fair allocation of total
resources for this area. However, as I indicated to
you over the telephone, my mind is certainly not
closed on the subject, and I think I would find a
meeting with you most instructive. I hope that you
will get in touch with my office and work out an
appointment, as you suggest.

Nith kind personal regards,

Sincerely,

Caspar W. Weinberger
Deputy Director


